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ABSTRACT
The finite difference time domain (FDTD) method has become a main stream anal
ysis tool for engineers solving complex electromagnetic wave interaction problems.
Its first principles approach affords it a wide range of applications from radar cross
section (RCS) predictions of electrically large structures to molecular scale analysis of
complex materials. This wide area of application may be attributed to the coupling
of auxiliary differential equations with Maxwell's equations to describe the physical
properties of a given problem. Previous extensions have included sub-cell models
for describing lumped circuit elements within a single Yee cell, transformation of
near-field information to the fax-field for the analysis of antenna problems, dispersive
material models and mesh truncation techniques. A review of these extensions is
presented. What has not been previously developed is the ability to truncate lossy
dielectric materials at the boundary of the simulation domain. Such outer bound
ary conditions (OBCs) are required in simulations dealing with ground penetrating
radar, integrated circuits and many microwave devices such as stripline and microstrip
structures. We have developed such an OBC by surrounding the exterior of the simu
lation domain with a lossy dispersive material based on a two time-derivative Lorentz
model (L2TDLM). We present the development of the material as an absorber and
ultimately as a full 3D OBC. Examples of microstrip structures are presented to reenforce the importance of modeling losses in dielectric structures. Finally, validation
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of the FDTD simulator and demonstration of the L2TDLM OBC's effectiveness is
achieved by comparison with measured resiilts from these microwave devices.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION
In the thirty-two years since its conception, the Finite-Difference Time-Domain
(FDTD) technique has experienced ever increasing attention and application. Origi
nally developed for the analysis of electromagnetic pulse (EMP) coupling into aircraft
airframes zind missile bodies, the FDTD technique has since been applied to more
applications than was likely thought possible by its originator, Kane Yee, [1]. Pre
diction of radar cross section (RCS), antenna element and array patterns, microwave
integrated circuit performance and electromagnetic wave interaction with biologi
cal tissues are indicative of applications where researchers have successfully used this
method to gain insight into the physics of their problems and as an engineering design
tool. This insight and the associated detailed simulation results has afforded them
the vital information required to make judicious physics and engineering decisions.

Application of the FDTD method to a large conglomerate of physics and engineer
ing problems is attributed to its foimdation on first principles. The FDTD method
solves Maxwell's differential equations directly through discrete approximations of
the operators. Being based on first principles, extensions of the FDTD method which
include source implementation, the transport of near-field information to the far field
via Green's function transforms, and the inclusion of complex media, are possible.
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They are achieved by coupling appropriate differential or integral operations with
Maxwell's equations, resulting in solutions obtEiinable through the FDTD approxi
mation. However, regardless of the application, the discrete nature of this approach
involves tnmcation of the simulation domain. The standard FDTD scheme may not
be used on the exterior surface of the simulation domain without the generation of
unwanted numerical reflections. The need for additional expressions, called outer
boundary conditions, occurs because one needs to calculate the exterior fields on
the boimdary without generating such reflections, i.e., to make the tnmcated outer
boundary appear transparent to the incident electromagnetic wave. Approximations
of wave operators were initially used to provide the outer boundary fields; they al
lowed the FDTD method to be used with an acceptable degree of accuracy. An
alternative to this approach involves the termination of the simulation domain with
an absorbing layer.

Considerable effort has been expended in recent years both in the computational
electromagnetics (CEM) ([5]-[17]) and applied mathematics communities ([18], [19])
toward the construction of highly eflBcient absorbing boimdary conditions (ABCs)
for reflectionless grid tnmcation of nmnerical simulators for Maxwell equations. Ide
ally, the perfect ABC would absorb electromagnetic energy incident from any angle,
with any polarization and at all frequencies. Reflectionless termination of simulation
regions associated with, for instance, the finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) and
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finite element (FEM) methods require such ABCs. Currently the most popular ABC
is the perfect matched layer (PML) introduced by Berenger [5]. While this approach
has achieved excellent numerical results, the requisite splitting of the field equations
renders the PML non-Maxwelliein. Moreover, recent stability analyses ([18], [19]) have
shown the PML ABC to be weakly ill-posed.

A variety of alternative approaches that are Maxwellian have appeared recently
([11] - [17]). Most are based upon the uniaxial medium formulation given by Sachs et
al. [11]. To effect the requisite matched material conditions, Ziolkowski ([14] - [17]),
for example, engineers an imiaxial electric and magnetic medium by introducing time
derivative Lorentz material (TDLM) models for the polarization and magnetization
fields and currents. The resulting TDLM ABC for matching to isotropic, homoge
neous, lossless materials has been implemented in one, two, and three dimensional
FDTD simulators and produces absorption levels comparable to the PML ABC. Steps
towards physical realization of such Maxwellian absorbers with artificial electric and
magnetic molecules have been proposed by Auzaimeau and Ziolkowski ([20] - [22]).

Unfortunately, many practical simulation problems involving, for instance, microstrip transmission lines, microstrip patch antennas, microwave/millimeter wave
integrated circuits (MIC), and microwave monolithic integrated circuits (MMICS)
deal with lossy substrates. Acctirate simulations of these problems necessitate ter
mination of the simulation region with an ABC matched to these lossy dielectrics.

Berenger's PML ABC can not be applied in these cases. For example, Rappaport and
Winton [23] have demonstrated the need for such ABCs in modeling ground prob
ing radar signals in lossy, dispersive soil. The generalization of the TDLM ABC to
general lossy dielectrics is the major focus of this dissertation.

Chapter 2 reviews the basic concepts of the FDTD method. Fundamental ex
tensions of the FDTD method which facilitate the inclusion of sources and lumped
circuit components are reviewed. Special attention is given to the region of validity in
which these extensions may be used. Methods of obtaining far field information from
sources and scatterers within the computational domain aie also presented. Finally,
the simulation of dispersive materials with the standard FDTD method is examined.
An extension of the FDTD method is presented which involves the coupling of a
simple Lorentz dispersion model with Maxwell's equations. The process of coupling
such additional auxiliary differential equations that describe physical phenomena with
Maxwell's equations is critical to the work presented in later chapters.

Chapter 3 gives an overview of the most popular outer boimdary conditions
(OBCs) used today. We denote ABCs applied to the outer boundary as OBCs and
those applied to inner boundaries as internal boundary conditions (IBCs). This dif
ferentiation in nomenclature was necessary from a programming point of view; we
have foimd that it is also an effective nomenclature to describe the region of appli
cation of the ABC. This distinction is important if the L2TDLM ABC is used as an
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absorber on the internal scattering objects, which it can, in contrast to the PML,
since it is a potentially realizable Maxwellian material. Mur's [4] second-order rsidiation boundary condition is presented as a generalization of the Engquist and Majda
one-way wave operator approach. Berenger's [5] 'Perfectly Matched Layer (PML)'
ABC is reviewed, and the difficulty it has with lossy dielectrics is identified.

The introduction of a major extension to the time-dependent Lorentz material
model, the lossy two time-derivative Lorentz material (L2TDLM), is given in Chapter
4. The analysis of matching a lossy dielectric medium to a biaxial medium is first
presented. Differential forms of the L2TDLM model are given and are then associated
with the properties of the biaxial medium previously derived. The Lorentz L2TDLM
model is then coupled with Maxwell's equations and FDTD update equations are
derived. The effectiveness of a L2TDLM layer as an absorbing slab is determined
through numerical experimentation.

Generalization of the L2TDLM slab absorber to a full 3D OBC is given in Chapter
5. Modifications to the original L2TDLM formulation are made to account for the
higher order effects encountered in edge and comer regions. Additionally, the form of
the resulting system is manipulated to provide a single set of update equations which
are valid for the comer, edge and face regions and, thereby, reducing the coding
complexity. Numerical experiments are presented which indicate the effectiveness of
the full 3D OBC.

Chapter 6 examines the importance of including loss in simulations of microstrip
devices. The effect of loss on a microstrip low pass filter, edge-fed patch antenna,
branch-line coupler and rectangular spiral inductor were simulated. This chapter
answers the question, "Is loss important when simulating microwave devices?" The
predicted results from the simulations are then compared with measured data. Differ
ent measurement techniques are discussed as well as their impact on the compeirisons
with simulated results. It has been found that substrate losses do impact the per
formance of several types of microwave devices; and, hence, the inclusion of OBCs
appropriate to lossy substrates is critical if one wants to produce aw:curate simulations
that can be used for engineering design efforts. Finally, we conclude with a smnmary
of all important results in chapter 7.
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Chapter 2

FDTD FUNDAMENTALS

The finite-difference

time-domain (FDTD) method is a direct solution of the differ

ential form of Maxwell's equation given by

V X 'H

= -lidtU-iC

(2.1)

=

(2.2)

e dtS "l" J

where /i and e are the permeability and permittivity of any time independent medium,
S and 'K are electric and magnetic field vector quantities and K and J are the
magnetic and electric current densities, respectively. The solution produced by the
FDTD method yields electric and magnetic fields that satisfy all boimdary conditions
within and on the surface of the simulation domain.

The FDTD solution can be demonstrated by considering the time derivative of a
field component (say £x)

(2.3)
(9,«. - d.Uy)

(2.4)
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where the notation (V x H)^ = {dyHz—dzTiy) is used throughout this manuscript. In
component form, it is readily observed that the electric and magnetic fields are related
through both temporal and spatial first order derivatives. Following the scheme first
introduced by Kane Yee [1] in 1966, the field quantities are only allowed to exist at
discrete locations in time and space given by

f. = £;(i + 1/2,i, k)
£, =

+ 1/2, k)

£. =

k + 1/2)

w, =

J +1/2, k + 1/2)
+ 1/2, J,* + 1/2)

H, =

+ 1/2, J + 1/2, k)

where £^{i + lf2,j, k) denotes the x component of the electric field at time nAt and
location ((i + 1/2)Ax, jAy, k£^z) in space. A discrete approximation to the temporal
and spatial derivatives may be obtained by substituting, respectively.

dt£.

=

+ 1/2, J, k) - g»(z + 1/2, J, k)
At

(2.5)

and

9ySx —

+ 1/2,i + 1, fe) Ay

+ 1/2, J, k)

(2.6)

into the field component form. Having performed these types of substitutions for all of
the derivative quantities, one obtains a set of temporally decoupled equations existing
at two distinct times; nAt for the electric fields and (n + 1/2) At for the magnetic
fields. This means that the set of electric fields at their discrete time location may
be obtained from the previously calculated values of the electric and magnetic field
quantities. Similarly, the magnetic fields at their discrete time location (which is
different for the electric field) may be updated from the previously calculated electric
and magnetic field quantities. This so called 'leap frog' update of these spatially
staggered field quantities is a hallmark of the FDTD method. Consider Maxwell's
equations in a lossy medium where J = a£ is the electric conduction current and
similarly K, = cr"H is the magnetic conduction current. We locate, for instance, J at
the same spatial locations as 8 and at time (n + l/2)At. The conductivities a and a*
are associated with each entire cell and must be averaged over all cells bordering the
component of the conduction current to be updated. After substituting the discrete
approximation of the time and space derivatives into the component equations, one
obtains (after some manipulation) the following representative update equations
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2e — At(Ja
2€ + AtCTa

5^' (i + l/2,i,A:) =

+

2AF
2c + Ataave
2At
2e + AtCTave

ISJ

£^(i +1/2, j,k)
+ 1/2, J + 1/2, k) -

+ 1/2,i - 1/2, k))

^ («;+'/'(»• + 1/2, J, k + 1/2) -

+ 1/2, J, k - 1/2))
(2.7)

(F +1/2, J, A:+ 1/2) =

+

2At
2^^ + Atal^^^
2At
2/z + Atal^^_

2fj. - Atal^
_2/z +

+V2,i,A: + l/2)

— (5«(Z + 1/2, J, A: + 1) - S^{I + 1/2,I, A:))
^ (£r(i + l,;.i + 1/2) - £?(i,7,fc +1/2))
(2.8)

The entire update equation set is included in Appendix A for reference. This
staggered grid 'leap frog' method is second order accurate in both space and time.
For a complete discussion on the derivation of the finite difference approximation and
derivation of the update equations, the interested reader is referred to excellent texts
by Luebbers and Kunz [2] and Taflove [3]. The purpose of our disciission here is only
to present a framework from which we will build upon.

Having presented the form of the update equations for the most fundamental
FDTD problem, we now turn our attention to methods of extending its capability.

Two approaches of extension to the FDTD method are commonly used. The first
identifies quantities within the update equations and forces their value to some desired
known quantity. This approach is t3^ical of sub-cell models where the current or
voltage between two nodes is forced to have a known value. This approach has been
used to model lumped circuit elements such as capacitors, resistors and local current
and voltage sources as well as forcing currents on thin wires. The second approach
couples external auxiliary equations with Maxwell's equations which are capable of
modeling specific phenomena. The sub-cell model is presented for completeness and
is incorporated into our microstrip simulations. The inclusion of auxiliary models is
paramoimt to the work presented in later chapters. We first begin with some sub-cell
models of lumped elements and sources.

2.1

Sub-Cell Models

Analysis of problems involving patch antennas, high speed digital circuits and mi
crowave/millimeter wave integrated circuits (MMICs) require the excitation and ter
mination of planar printed structures. Sub-cell models of voltage sources and lumped
resistors have been commonly used for the excitation and termination of these struc
tures. The ideal model of a lumped voltage source would allow for a broad-bandwidth
excitation of these structures while simultaneously providing a matched load to re
flected energy propagating into the source. The concept of a matched load for broad-
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bandwidth pulses may be examined by considering Ampere's current circuit law

V X H = tdtS + crS

(2.9)

where V xH represents the total current density at a location in space. Considering
only the z directed component of the electric field

edtSz + a£, =

x itj

(2.10)

and applying the central difference approximation (2.5) and (2.6), we arrive at the
usual form of the update equation for Ampere's law,

£n+l

_

£n

£71+1

^£71

.

.„+i/2

(2.11)

where

x iCj is the total z directed current density. Currents between nodes

may be calculated by multiplying the total z directed current density by the normal
surface area of a Yee cell, AarAy, to get the total current through a cell

AxAu

f

AxAv

ti+i/2
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Close inspection of (2.12) allows us to identify the circuit parameters for the total
current through the circuit, X, and the total voltage applied to the circuit, V, as well
as the capacitance, C, and resistance, 7^, of a Yee cell, viz..

C =

i/n= g

(2.13)

Az

=

(2.14)

Making these substitutions into (2.12) results in the expression

+ gAzSll-tiL = AxAy(V x
2
^

fz

(2.15)

Further, we identify

as the voltage,
between two adjacent nodes in the
/
-•X 1^+1/2
z direction at time (n + l)Ai and AxAy
x Hj
as the total current,
through the cell at time (n + 1/2)A<, i.e.,

= Az£:,"+^

(2.16)

^ AxAy(v X

(2.17)

Recasting (2.15) in terms of these circuit parameters, we recover the familiar circuit
expression
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(2.18)

which is more readily recognized by replacing the discrete approximation for the time
derivative with its continuous form,

c—v + gv = x

(2.19)

Two adjacent node pairs (electric field updates) in the FDTD method have an
equivalent llC circuit. Similarly the magnetic field updates lead one to an equivalent
Tie circuit. The values of these parameters are normally determined by the conduc
tivity and permittivity of the medium. However, if a particular cell is intended to
contain a lumped capacitance or resistance, the desired value may be substituted for
the nominal material value. This result should not be stirprising since it is well known
that the FDTD grid acts as a low pass filter for frequencies under sampled by the
selection of the grid spacing.

2.1.1

Physical Meaning of the Lumped Resistor Model

The above discussion has related the field quantities of the FDTD Yee cell to the more
commonly recognized circuit parameters, £, C and Ti. As previously discussed, the
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+
V = Az e.

FIGURE 2.1. Lumped lossy resistor model.
FDTD grid for the electric field updates may be viewed as an intercomiected array
of TIC circuits as depicted in Figure 2.1.

We can derive an expression of the impedance of the cell by representing Figure 2.1
in terms of an equivalent circuit as in Figure 2.2

z.in
FIGURE 2.2. Equivalent circuit model.
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The input impedance of this equivalent circuit is

n + lljuC
1 + jujTZC V1 — juTZC )

n - jujv?c
l + ioj-RjCf

n

_ . u-R^c

l + iuj-RCf

h-^{u}'RCf

^

^

The derived impedance reveals that the real part of the input impedgince will only
be equivalent to the specified resistance if

{ojRCf « 1

(2.21)

Recalling that the value of the nominal capacitance is related to the grid discretization
by (2.13), we make the conclusion that this approximation limits the frequency of
validity for the model.

We can explore the limitation of the resistor model by considering some examples.
We will take the restriction stated in (2.21) to mean that uTlC = 0.1. Suppose we
wish to excite a voltage on a microstrip transmission line. The excitation will have a
half power spectral width of 10 GHz. The microstrip line is terminated with a lumped
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Cr
1.0
1.0
2.2
2.2

cells
i
20
40
20
40

Aa:
1.50 mm
0.75 mm
1.01 mm
0.51 mm

r
— r^^0
r
^ —

A,
13.3 fF
6.6 fF
19.7 fF
9.9 fF

/

Restriction
< n.QGHz

f < 2A.0GHZ

f < 8.1GHz
f < 16.0GHz

TABLE 2.1. Effect of dielectric permittivity, and discretization on lumped resistor
model (/ = IQGHz^ [Ae^=I.O = 10.0 mm and \i^=2.2 = 20.23 mm], R = 100F2).
resistor element with a resistance of

= lOOfi. Table 2.1 explores the effect of two

different discretizations when the microstrip substrate is either air or a dielectric with
a relative permittivity of

= 2.2.

These results indicate that the effects of the substrate permittivity decreases the
limiting frequency of the model. Therefore, the discretization must be increased when
using dielectrics to maintain frequency independence £ind the validity of the lumped
resistor model.

Table 2.2 shows the results of calculations performed to determine the maximum
cell size allowable so as not to limit the approximation. The substrate permittivity
is held constant and the discretization is increased until satisfactory frequency limits
are achieved.

These calculation indicate that the sub-cell models can enter into their frequency
dependent regions, even at modest discretization levels. This is particularly true
when dielectrics are present having high relative permittivity values. Care must be
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Cr
LO
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

cells

A
20
40
100
150
200

Aj:
1.50 nun
0.75 mm
0.30 mm
0.20 mm
0.15 mm

r —r r

13.3 fF
6.6 fF
2.7 fF
1.8 fF
1.3 fF

Restriction
/ < 12GHz
f < 24GHz
f < 59GHz
f < 88GHz
f < l22GHz

TABLE 2.2. Effect of discretization on lumped resistor model (/ = lOGHz, [AF,=i.o =
10.0 mm], R = lOOfl).
taken when using these models to ensure that adequate discretization is used for the
dielectrics present and the frequency spectnmi of the incident pulse. The next section
presents another approach to extending the FDTD method.

2.2

Near-to-Far field transforms

One of the most useful extensions of the FDTD method in the analysis of antenna
and propagation problems is the near-to-far field transform [30]. Near-to-Far field
transforms transport the electric and magnetic field information computed in the
simulation domain by the FDTD method to regions of space outside the simulation
domain. This is accomplished by first defining a mathematical surface within the sim
ulation domain. The equivalence principle is applied over this surface. The resulting
collection of electric and magnetic dipoles is then transported to the far zone by a
Green's function summation of the dipoles over the surface. Far-field patterns are
calculated at a single frequency, /, by extracting the desired frequency component
of the time history via a discrete Fourier transform on-the-fiy. This approach is weU
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documented in [30] and many FDTD practioners have proven its validity.

2.3

Complex Material Auxiliary Models

The presentation of the FDTD method thus far has only allowed for the parameters
in the constitutive relation to be real constants. It is true that even with real con
stants the FDTD method can model dispersion, that is allowing different frequencies
to travel at different speeds. However, the simple constant material parcuneter repre
sentation of the constitutive relations is inadequate in general and must be modified
when considering ultra-fast broad-bandwidth pulses incident upon practical materials.

The form of dispersive behavior modeled by the simple constant material param
eter constitutive relations is derived as follows. Consider Maxwell's equations in the
frequency domain for a conductive medium

V X £ = —joj/j. a
V

X

"H

=

jcjeS

(2.22)

-H aS

(2.23)
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where

e = Co fer +

(2.24)

is the complex permittivity and represents the only functional form for frequency
variation using the standard Yee approach. It is observed that the only dispersive
nature which may be described by a constcint material parameter model is one in
which the magnitude of the permittivity is a monotonically decreasing function of
frequency. However, materials conforming to the Debye and Lorentz dispersion mod
els are known to exist. These material models represent complex permittivities which
posses higher order variations than that described by (2.24). These materials are
frequently encountered in experiments involving ultra-fast broad-bandwidth pulses,
especially at optical frequencies. It is desirable to modify the standard Yee approach
to include these effects so that the FDTD method may be applied to this class of
problems.

Complex materials exhibit dispersive behavior and until recently have not been
incorporated into FDTD simtilations. The characteristics of materials subjected to
broad-bandwidth pulses is different from the traditional notions of stepped-frequency
material responses in which steady-state is achieved before material or device char
acteristics are determined. The permittivity of complex materials is sensitive to
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both the electric field and its time derivatives. Application of the FDTD method to
model pulse dynamics of dispersive materiails is included in solutions for this class of
problems. Original numerical solutions to these problems have been obtained in the
applied mathematics and optics communities by imposing asymptotic or paraxial ap
proximations to the material and field responses. The FDTD method is particularly
well suited to this class of problems as it possesses the ability to directly model the
dependence of the material on the electric field and its time derivatives; providing a
vectorial full-wave solution that satisfies the boundsuy conditions at dissimilar media.

Application of the FDTD method to complex dispersive media problems has pre
viously been derived in one of two ways. Each has been based on Maxwell's equations
dealing directly with the electric flux density, V, and the magnetic field, H.

V X P = —fidtil

(2.25)

V x K = dtV + J

(2.26)

The first form is termed the recursive convolution (RC) method and is presented
in [2]. In this approach, the time domain solution for the electric field is obtained
directly by inverse transforming the complex constitutive relation:

Du —

•*» i*" ^

(2.27)
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The resulting time domain expression for the electric flux density is the convolution
of the permittivity with the electric field where ® has been used to represent convo
lution in the time domain. Before the convolution may be performed, the analytic
impulse response of the permittivity must be determined in the time domain. The
expression for V is then used in (2.26) to obtain an update expression for the electric
and magnetic fields, S and H, respectively. A numerically unattractive feature of this
approach is the remaining convolution of the permittivity and the electric field in the
final form of the update expression. A discrete convolution miist be performed at all
locations in space where the complex material is present. Although somewhat effi
cient algorithms for perfonning the discrete convolution have been developed, many
researchers have opted for another approach.

The second approach for the inclusion of complex dispersive materials into
Maxwell's equation is called the auxiliary differential equation (ADE) method. Again,
this method uses the form of Maxwell's equations relating the electric flux density and
the magnetic field in (2.26). In contrast to the RC method, the impulse response of the
complex permittivity in the time domain need not be obtained. Instead, the Fourier
transform theorem for differentiation is used to obtain a time domain differential
equation relating P and S, i.e., with the Fourier transform differentiation theorem,
the inverse transform of
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m

m

f=l

»7=1

0r,U^fS{u)

(2.28)

leads immediately to the time domain relation

f;aja!"©(S) = fl,a;"'£(i)
?=1
'7=1

(2.29)

The solution for the electric and magnetic fields is then obtained by substituting the
central difference approximations for the space (2.6) and time (2.5) derivatives into
(2.26). The resulting update equations are then used to advance the solutions for the
electric flux density euid the magnetic field. The electric field is obtained through the
auxiliary update equation (2.29) using the Fourier transform differentiation theorem.
The resulting update scheme requires an additional update per pass for each electric
field component as well as storage space for those components.

Both of the previous approaches have dealt with a modified set of Maxwell's
equations relating the electric flux density and magnetic field (2.26) which has lumped
the material complexities into the permittivity. While this is a correct approach, we
offer a more general solution which accounts for the actual physics of the complex
materials through the description of the corresponding polarization and magnetization
fields which connects the microscopic to the macroscopic behavior. In doing so, we
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work with an augmented general form of Maxwell's equations

VxS = -ndtH-dtM

(2.30)

Vx?? =

(2.31)

edtS + dtV

where V is the polarization field vector and M is the magnetization field vector
described by some differential equation of the form

/

(2.32)
f=l

T7=l

in the frequency domain, which leads immediately to

m
m
^ Q«a«'p{i) = Y ,
«=1
>7=1

W

(2.33)

in the time domain. From a physical point of view, the polarization (magnetization)
fields account for the dipole moments within the complex materials. Further, this
form of Maxwell's equations reduces to the standard Yee method where the complex
material is not present. This approach allows for the development of ordinary differ
ential equations describing the behavior of the dipole moments within the complex
material which may then be coupled self-consistently with Maxwell's equations.

An outline of this approach follows where the magnetization fields are omitted for
simplicity and clarity of presentation. However, the inclusion of magnetization fields
is possible and a detailed treatment is given in subsequent chapters. We choose to
use a Lorentzian dispersion model to represent the complex materials here because
it possesses the best known form of dispersive behavior. Although not presented in
this work, the Debye dispersion model may be derived in a similar fashion.

Consider the x component of a time domain model for a Lorentz dispersive ma
terial

dfVx + rdtVi + (jJo'Px = ^oXoi^o^x

(2.34)

where cOo is the natural resonance of the system, F is the width of that resoneince
and the system is being driven with a scaled amplitude of the electric field. We may
derive the necessary auxiliary field equations by choosing the time derivative of the
polarization field to be the polarization current, viz.,

dtVx = Jx

(2.35)

Substitution of this choice into the Lorentz polarization model (2.34) results in a
differential equation relating the polarization current to the electric and polarization
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fields

dtJx + TJx = eoXot^l^x -

(2.36)

In order to arrive at a discrete update equation for both the polarization fields and
currents, we locate the polarization fields and ciirrents in the grid such that they have
the same locations as £ but with the currents being located at time (n + l/2)At, i.e.,

P , = V2(i + li2,j,k)

J, =

+ 1/2, 7 , 4 )

+ 1/2, k)

J,=

+ 1/2,*:)

V. =VnU,k + 1/2)

J. =

j, k + 1/2)

V, =

We may now obtain update equations for the polarization field and current by using
the central difference approximations (2.5) and (2.6) for the time £ind space derivatives

Pr'(' + l/2,i,<:) = P;(i+l/2,j,i)
+ £^tJi*^l\i+\/2,i,k)

and

(2.37)
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+1/2, j,k) =

+

2 - TAt
+ 1/2,3, k)
2 + rAi
2AteoXo'^',2
f^(i + l/2,j, k)
2 + rA<
2Ata;O
V2{i +1/2, j,k)
2 + rAt

(2.38)

This set of update equations may now be coupled with the previously developed
update equations for £ and H to advance the electric and magnetic fields.

It is

important to note that the second order acctiracy of the update scheme has been
preserved by coupling in a proper manner this set of first-order ordinary differential
equations with Meixwell's equations.
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Chapter 3

OUTER BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

Perhaps the most intensively researched extension to the FDTD method involves the
truncation of the nimierical simulation region, especially when fields from the interior
simiilation region are expected to propagate without reflection across the surrounding
boundary. Grid tnmcation schemes are required since the FDTD update equations
require nearest-neighbor information in the calculation of the discrete curl terms. K
we restrict our discussion to those fields on the bounding surface of the simulation
region, we observe that at least one of the four terms needed to calculate the discrete
curl term, and thus the updated field value, is necessarily missing. Outer boundary
condition (OBC) extensions to the FDTD algorithm are methods of predicting the
value of missing fields outside the simulation region or of making use of fields within
the simTilation domain in conjunction with additional physical descriptions of wave
behavior to update the field values on the boimding surface of the simulation region.

Generally, solutions to the OBC problem can be classified as either wave opera
tor bovmdary conditions or absorbing boundary conditions (ABCs). Wave operator
boundary conditions use external equations together with field values on and within
the simulation boimdary to approximate the missing field quantities. Often times
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assumptions are made as to the natnre of the incident wave such as it is normsJly
incident on the boundary and approximately plane wave in nature. Perhaps the most
famous and widely used OBC in this class was realized by G. Mur [4] in 1981.

3.1

Mur's outer boundary condition

Mur's approach to the outer boundary condition involved a generalization of the one
way wave operators first proposed by Engquist and Majda. The Engquist and Majda
radiation boimdary condition results from a simple factorization of the scalar wave
equation,

(V^ + k'^)A = Q

(3.1)

into forward, L"*", and backward, L~, propagating wave operators.

(9i + jk) {dx — jk) A = Q
L^L-A = 0

(3.2)

An inward propagating wave from outside the simulation region may then be negated
by ensuring that the inward propagating wave operator applied to the boundary fields
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is identically zero. This development has assumed that the incident energy has a plane
wave nature and normally incident upon the simulation boundary. Mur generalized
this approach by providing a higher order approximation of the wave phenomena
incident upon the simulation boundary. Mur's approach similarly begins with the
scalar wave equation, which all components of Maxwell's equation must satisfy away
from sources,

(3.3)

where u is the speed of light in the medium. For purposes of discussion, consider
a +/- X propagating wave. A space-time plane-wave constituent, traveling in the
direction of decreasing x with inverse velocity components 5i, Sy and Sz such that
S^ + Sy-irSl = \/i^, can be written as

A = fle [» (t +

+ S,y + s,z)]

(3.4)

and must satisfy the scalar wave equation, (3.3),

dx -\

—

- (>/s,)2 - (.'5,)2a,] k -1^1 - (I /S,)^ - (./S.)^a, a = o

(3.5)
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By setting the appropriate operator to zero at the boundary, the reflected wave is
canceled out. A solution may be obtained provided the transverse variation, Sy and
Sz, of the wave can be determined. A first order approximation ignores smy variation
of these parameters and approximates the term

^1 - (./s,)2 -

«1

(3.6)

which results, for instance, in Mur's first order radiation boimdeiry condition at the
"left" boundary

(3.7)

This result is identical with Engquist and Majda's one-way wave operator approach.
Mux's second order radiation boimdaxy condition is obtained by approximating

« 1 - i ((1/5,)= + (t/S.)')

(3.8)

and yields, upon Jin inverse spatial Fourier transformation, the second approximation
of the boundaxy condition
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+

=0

(3.9)

The first and second order finite-difference update equations are obtained by appljdng
the central difference approximation for space and time derivatives as before. The
resulting update equations are then used on the boundary of the simulation domain
instead of the standard Yee update equations. Implementation of the most commonly
used second order boimdary condition requires back storage in time of the field on
the boimdary and one cell into the simulation space. Separate update equations
must be formulated for each of the six normals to the simulation space to cancel the
respective outward propagating waves. Updates are numerically efficient providing
reflection coefficients up to 40 dB for A/20 discretization, considered moderate by
todays standards. Wave operator boundziry conditions provided nearly all implemen
tations of OBCs imtil 1994 when J. P. Berenger revitalized an old idea with some
new mathematics.

3.2

Berenger's 'Perfectly Matched Layer (PML)'

Berenger's approach [5] to providing an OBC for grid truncation surrounds the sim
ulation boundary with an absorbing layer. The properties of this layer are chosen so
that the incident energy from all angles and frequencies is absorbed in the direction
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normal to the layer allowing the transverse waves to propagate undisturbed. The
fields within the layer are forced to decay exponentially as they propagate away from
the interface. Unfortunately, Berenger's mathematical representation of this scenario
results in a non-Maxwellian system of equations. Much research has been done in
em attempt to adapt this system of equations to include air/dielectric interfaces and
lossy media.

We discuss Berenger's approach by considering Maxwell's equations with the elec
tric and magnetic conductivities present.

dtS = ivxK--£
e
e

(3.10)

dtU = - - V x 5 - — K
fj.
n

(3.11)

Without loss of generality, we may work with two representative field components,
8x and Hy,

dtS^ = ^{dyHz-d,Uy)-^S:c

(3.12)

d^Uy = - - { d , S r - d ^ e , ) - — U y
^
H
fi ^
(3.13)

Berenger modifies each component of the vector field quantities, dividing it into two
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pzirts associated with directions transverse to the field direction, viz.,

Ex = £xy+^xz

(3.14)

Uy =

(3.15)

which resvdts in the modified set of dififerential equations for the representative field
quantities

-dyH, €
e
e

€

(3.16)
(3.17)
(3.18)

y-

f

(3.19)

Matching to the lossless simulation region and enhancement of the loss in the absorb
ing layer is achieved by increasing from zero the value of the electric and magnetic
conductivity normal to the layer interface. Quadratic, cubic and qujirtic profiles are
typically used to increase further the loss away from the interface. The impedance
normal to the interface is maintained by increasing both the electric and magnetic
conductivity such that the dispersion free trjinsmission line condition,
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cr
c
-= —
Co
^^o

(3.20)

is maintained throughout the layer. It is this relationship which provides for reflectionless transmission from a lossless vacuum into the lossy homogeneous medium.
It is also this relationship which clearly shows the diflSculties encountered when one
wishes to terminate a lossy dielectric region with the PML. In this situation, the
free space permittivity is replaced by a complex permittivity which ultimately results
in (3.20) in the frequency domain. This becomes a complicated relationship in the
time domain which is not easily coupled into the FDTD scheme. This difficulty, in
conjunction with Berenger's non-Maxwellian diflFerential equation set, has prompted
us to seek another approach to the grid truncation problem.

We have used a time derivative Lorentz dispersive material model as an absorbing
boundary condition. The concept is much the same as Berenger's PML in that the
simulation boundary is covered with an absorbing layer. What is uniquely different
lies is the physical representation of the absorbing layer itself. Instead of using a nonMaxwellian material to surround the simulation region as was done with Berenger's
PML, a potentially realizable, Maxwellian material is used.
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Chapter 4

TWO TIME-DERIVATIVE LORENTZ
MATERIAL FORMULATION OF A
MAXWELLIAN ABSORBING BOUNDARY
CONDITION FOR LOSSY MEDIA

A lossy two time-derivative Lorentz material (L2TDLM) is introduced to define polar
ization and magnetization fields that leads to an outer absorbing boundary condition
for lossy dielectric media. The L2TDLM OBC is a generalization of the successful
time derivative Lorentz material (TDLM) uniaxial polarization and magnetization
material ABC for lossless materials ([14] - [17]). Expressions are derived to describe
the propagation of an arbitrary plane wave in this L2TDLM Maxwellian absorbing
material. They are used to study the scattering from a semi-infinite L2TDLM halfspace of an arbitrary plane wave incident upon it from a lossy isotropic dielectric
medium. Matching conditions are derived which produce refiectionless transmission
through such an interface for any angle of incidence and frequency. Implementations
of the resulting L2TDLM ABC for one, two, and three dimensional FDTD simulators
are presented; numerical tests are given which demonstrate its eflfectiveness.

Beginning in section 4.1, the scattering of an obliquely incident plane wave from
the interface between a lossy dielectric medium and a general biaxial anisotropic
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medium is described. Expressions for the dispersion relation, reflection coefficient at
the interface, and the transverse wave impedances in both regions are derived. From
these results the properties of the biaxial medium that are required for it to function
as an ideal reflectionless medium axe identified. In the next section a physical material
model is introduced, i.e., the lossy two time-derivative Lorentz material (L2TDLM)
model, which allows this biaxial medium to become an ideal electromagnetic absorber
thus creating the ideal Maxwellian ABC region. In section 4 the governing differen
tial equations describing this material are coupled with Maxwell's equations into a
state-space form for implementation in the numerical FDTD simulators. The explicit
discretized forms of the L2TDLM OBC are provided in an Appendices E and F. Sev
eral validation cases in one, two, and three dimensions are also given to demonstrate
the efficacy of the L2TDLM OBC.

4.1

Plane wave scattering from an interface between a biax
ial medium and an isotropic lossy electric and magnetic
medium

Consider a plane wave propagating in an isotropic lossy electric (relative permittivity
Cr and electric conductivity a) and magnetic (relative permeability ^ and magnetic
conductivity a*) medium (Region I) that is obliquely incident upon a semi-infinite
anisotropic mediimi (Region II) as illustrated in Figure 4.1. The general obliquelyincident three-dimensional plane wave can be reduced to two orthogonal TE and TM
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Region I

Region 11

A

X

FIGURE 4.1. Interface Definition: Parallel Polarization.
plane wave problems [24]. Let k lie in the ar^-plane with the normal to the interf2w:e
in the z direction. We examine first the parallel (TM) polarization involving the
field components Hy, Ex-, Ez- The perpendicular (TE) polarization involving the field
components Sy,'Hx,y.z is then obtained through duality. Duality may be used to
obtain the solution to the other polarization provided that both electric and magnetic
parameters are treated on an even footing (i.e. €r, fir, c, a* are carried throughout the
entire calculation). We will carry all of these terms to a point in our argument which
does not restrict its generality. When our analysis is restricted to the special case
of a lossy dielectrics (i.e., lossy, non-magnetic materials). We shall explicitly display
both the TM and TE solutions for the purpose of illustrating the subtle diSerences
between them.
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Consider a parallel polarized incident plane wave directed from Region I into
Region 11 at an angle ©i„c with respect to the interface's normal, +i. We seek solu
tions to Majcwell's equations for an isotropic medium in Region I and an anisotropic
mediimi in Region 11. In general, the time-harmonic Maxwell's equations for a biaxial
lossy medium are

V

X £

=

—ju \p\ii — a*ii

V X ?? = ju}[€\£ + aS

(4.1)
(4.2)

V-[e]£ = 0

(4.3)

V-[fj]ii = 0

(4.4)

We may recover the isotropic lossy case in Region I by letting [e] = c [/], [/x] = /2 [I]
with e, p, being simple functions of the coordinates and [/] being the unit tensor. The
electric and magnetic field quantities are sought in the time harmonic plane wave
form

£{x, y, z, t) = Re ^Eo exp [—j {k^x -t- kyy + k^z)] exp (jcjt)!

(4.5)

ii{x, y, 2, t) = Re

(4.6)

exp [—j {k^x + kyy + k^z)] exp (ia;t)j

Since the tensor expression for the permittivity (permeability) is a product of a fimc-
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tion times the unit tensor in Region I, it may be replaced by a complex scalar expres
sion containing both the relative permittivity (permeability) and electric (magnetic)
loss terms, viz.

M

(4.7)

€0
— ->• /V
IMi

where we have defined the relative complex permittivity,

ir = (Cr -

,

(4.8)

and permeability, fir,

/ir = (/ir - ja'/cj/ir)

(4.9)

The dispersion relation for Region I in terms of these quantities is readily obtained
from Eqns. (4.1)-(4.6)

fco = u^fxo^o =

erfjLr

erfJLr

= t4- {kl + kl)
'

(4.10)

The component wavenumbers for a parallel polarized plane wave incident upon the
interface at an angle 9,„c are
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= fco[€r/ir]'sm©i„c
kT" = fco[er/ir]'

COsGxnc

(4.11)
(4.12)

It is noted for future reference that the TE polarization produces the same dispersion
relationship as the TM polarization for Region I. This is demonstrative of the sym
metric nature of the isotropic medium and will not necessarily be true of Region II for
specializations of the general case (i.e., lossy dielectrics). We now turn our attention
toward obtaining the dispersion relation in Region II.

In Region II, we assvime the anisotropic medium is biaxial in the same manner as
was done in [14] for the lossless medium ABC. A biaxial electric and magnetic mediiun
may be represented in the most general sense by permittivity and permeability tensors
of the form

(4.13)

With this form for the tensors, we again consider parallel (TM) and perpendicular
(TE) plane waves propagating in Region II. The corresponding TM and TE dispersion
relations can be shown to be, respectively,
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kl = uj'^HQeo = J^ + Ji^mCe bffiQig

(TM)

(4.14)

kl = uj^hq€O =

(TE)

(4.15)

+
beOnn

We have introduced the complex coefficients

de = [ fle

j

) 7

bm = [6m ~ j

) j

f

j

|

(4.16)

^=(cm-j—^

(4.17)

Cg =

Cg

associated with the TM polarization and the complex coefficients

^ = fom

,

be=(be-j—\

associated with the TE polarization. This is analogous to the usual method of gen
eralizing lossless problems to their lossy counterparts. As a result, an arbitrary plane
wave propagating in Region II of Figure 4.1 will have, respectively, the following
wavenimibers for the parallel and perpendicular polarizations:

= A:o[SmCe]^ sin (©tranj

(4-18)
(TM)

f.trans

_ Atq [fimae] ' COS (Gfrans)

(4.19)
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=

ko

(4.20)

(TE)
(4.21)

= A:o [SeO^]'cos (©tran.)

With the dispersion relation for the anisotropic medium, we may now write down
the plane wave solutions to Maxwell's equations in this medium. In particular, we
obtain the solution for a TM (TE) plane wave obliquely incident upon the interface.
From these results, expressions are developed for the analytical wave impedance in
both regions and the reflection coeflicient at the interface.

The fields in Region I are

flj"

= F„exp

sm(e(„e)i + <:o[fir£rl'c°s(®i«)2)] (4-22)
(4.23)

JJT./Iec _

_ A^[yi^£^]5cos(e,„)2)j(4.24)
(4.25)

and the fields in Region II are
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H^ans ^

j,jj exp

- 3 ^^0

' sin (©trana) X + Hq

^ COS (©trans)

j
(4.26)

= TfoCOs(etranj)

jjtrans

(4.27)

a.

Consequently, the transverse impedance in both regions is

£l
n' = :^ = r/o cos (©inc)
v" = £" ~

(4.28)

Cr

(4.29)

i^trans)

Imposing the electromagnetic boundary conditions at the interface, one can express
the reflection coefficient as

n

coa(0t r o n j )

r dmgi

COS(ei„c) (_^Ar

R =
+ Tj^

(4.30)

^ ^ C08(etranj) fSmfr

COS^Qinc) [^Ar
Reflectionless transmission (i.e. /? = 0) will occur if

cos {Qtrans)

cos (Qijic)

^m^r
OeAr

=1

(4.31)
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which is satisfied if both

©mc

deilr

^ trans

(4.32)

1

(4.33)

In view of the first requirement that 0,„c = ©trana? the analytic expression for the
angle of transmission,

^trana — Sin

sin (©i„c) (I ,

(4.34)

\OmCe/

restricts the complex coefficients 6^ and Cg to the ratio

^=1
bmCf

(4.35)

We note that as a consequence of the above properties

kL

=

K'

We may now solve for the unknown, dependent medium properties,

(4.36)

and c^, in
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terms of the imspecified independent medium property, bm, from Eqns. (4.33) and
(4.35). It then follows that

- — ^'"1
O-e
- Ofji
Atr

(4.37)

C. = ^

(4.38)

and

The complimentary procedure is Ccirried out for the other polarization to complete
the tensors. Summarizing these results, we obtain:

(

fel
^=

V

0
0

®
\
6E
0
0 IriMr/hm )

(

M
[Ar/Cr] 6c ,0
M=
0
6M
^
\
0
0

0
0

I (4.39)

It may now be seen that we have two independent variables to satisfy the sys
tems for the cases of a TM or a TE polarized incident plane wave (i.e. two degrees of
freedom, he and 6^)- However, consider an arbitrary plane wave having both polariza
tions incident on the interface at the same time. Reflectionless transmission of both
polarizations simultaneously may only be achieved if 6e is equivalent to irbmlih- In
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other words, both transverse wave numbers must be continuous across the interface.
This means the permittivity and permeability tensors must have the forms

Moreover, continuity of the transverse wavenumbers at the interface necessarily ex
cludes equality of the normal wavenumbers. This results in different propagation
velocities into the material for each polarization. Considering that our material will
be designed as an absorber, this will not cause a problem as one polarization will be
simply damped faster than the other.

It is important to notice that these tensors will only be dual for the lossless, free
space case where Cr = 1 and /Xr = 1- For this case, the expressions derived in [11] are
recovered.

4.2

The two time-derivative Lorentz material model

As found in [14], a susceptibility model which provides broad bandwidth absorption
characteristics can be developed if the polarization (magnetization) of the meditma
is driven with contributions from time derivatives of the electric (magnetic) fields.
Electric and magnetic field time derivative contributions to the polarization and mag
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netization fields can occur in a linear medium when it has both electric and magnetic
properties. This means we can re-write [e] and [/z] in the susceptibility forms

(4.41)

(4.42)

All that is required is that we find a suitable model for x to specify completely the
properties of the medium.

In order to simplify the analysis we will restrict the materials to which we will
match the absorber. We now consider only non-magnetic materials having

equal

to unity and a' =0. It is important to keep in mind that this restriction is not a
requirement but merely a simplification of the analysis to problems most often en
countered in engineering applications. Making this specialization reduces the complex
coefficients in Region I to the form

€r = («r - jc/uCo) .

We now make the choice

Ar = 1

(4.43)
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6m = 1 + X""

(4-44)

This choice permits reduction to the lossy dielectric medium at the interface. The
tensors resulting from Ekin. (4.40) are then

^ (1 + X'") -1
0
eV(l + x ' " ) - l
0
nu
0
x"* 0
[x""] = — - 1 =
0 XM
0
I
Mo
0
0
\
" d+x"')

= Li-1=
^0

0
0
—SE
(1+x™)

(4.45)
1

^

I

(4.46)

As was done in [14] - [17], one can introduce a generalization of the Lorentz
model for the polarization and magnetization fields that includes time derivatives
of the driving fields as source terms. For instance, the i-directed polarization and
magnetization fields in such a material would be assumed to satisfy a linear two
time-derivative Lorentz material (2TD-LM) model, hence, have the forms

^'Px + r
+r

= Co

+ ujpXff^^x +

= ^p'x!^%z + ujpx^

^

(4-47)
^

where uq is the resonance frequency and r*'*" is the width of that resonance. Note
the introduction of the second time derivative; this is different from the fonnulation
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in [14] - [17]. The second time derivative is required here to account for the loss
in the medium. The terms Xa"*'

and x*'*" represent, respectively, the coupling

of the electric (magnetic) field and its first and second time derivatives to the local
charge motion. The term

can be viewed as the plasma frequency associated with

those charges. This L2TDLM model leads, for example, to the following frequencydomain electric and magnetic susceptibilities (e.g. set Sx{t) = Re[Ex{u))e^'^] aind
'Px{t) = Re [Px{uj)eP'^] in Eqn. 4.47 and take the indicated ratio)

(cjg - uj^) (uj^xi (ul + (ur-f

^

{^0 - ^^) {ujlXa (u;2 _ ^2)2 ^
(4.50)

- in-

-a;2+ja;r-+a;g

(a;g - uj^) {ujlxa (u2-w2)= + (a;r"f

. .(^^^pXT (^o ~
i^jXa (uS-u'f+ (wr»f

)
(4.52)

Ziolkowski[14] presents a proof that defines when a broad band absorber is realized.
The desired conditions £ire obtained if the anisotropic L2TDLM medium is designed
such that Xq'"j

X7'" ^ 0

^^

^ T®'*". This choice gives the desired
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form of the L2TDLM susceptibilities. In paxticulax,

+

(4.53)

Returning to (4.46), the transverse components of the magnetic susceptibility can
be assigned to have the same form, i.e., we set

= ^ = X'' =
nx,y

The values for Xq , X^> sud

(jJ

UJ

+

(4.54)

^^7 be determined by forcing continuity of the

material properties and, hence, the impedance across the interface. From Eqns. (4.29)
and (4.40) we know that the permeability is directly related to 6^. Clearly then, we
need to set Xa =

= X7 = 0 at the interface between regions I and II. On the

other hand, from (4.54) we recognize that the Xa

terms are responsible,

respectively, for a static (DC) contribution and a frequency dependent contribution
in the real part of the permeability; while the x^ term is responsible for a frequency
dependent loss. Since we desire the loss to increase as the wave propagates into the
absorber (region II), we then choose to set
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Xa

= 0

(4.55)

x7 =
UJj, Co

= 0

(4-57)

where ^(z) is a profile function whose value is zero at the interface and whose maxi
mum value, CTTIOX will be fixed by the simulation problem. The loss tangent coefl&cient
a/(up€o) is included for notational and magnitude convenience.

Consequentially, the corresponding transverse components of the magnetic sus
ceptibilities then have the form

ff

-

-o
,2
_^2

= -J^

y

and, similarly, the longitudinal component of the magnetic susceptibility has the form

Ml .
xS(<^) = -^=

1-

-1

Therefore, the firequency domain expressions for the magnetization fields are

(4.59)
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-Oj'^M:c,y =

(4.60)

-U}^M^ + jujWpx'^Mz = -juJujpX'ffHz

(4.61)

Now reconsider the impedance ratio fir/ir ui region I. Because of the choice that
was made for bm, we find that this ratio remains the same in region II if it has the
following form

^
- ilk)

^

)

(4.62)

- i k ) (i -

This choice guarantees that the impedance in region II will always be matched to its
value in region I.

Due to the form of the denominator of this expression, we recognize that x%x,yy
must also have a L2TDLM form. Since we now have

CO-^x,y

=

UJ €o

= I, [1 + X"M) -1

~

f "T
V't'to

J

+ (Cr - 1)

(4.63)
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matching this expression to the L2TDLM model for the electric susceptibility, i.e.,
setting the transverse components of the electric susceptibility to the L2TDLM form

Xxx^yy = X i.^) ~

\Xa - J

(jj

(jj

+ X-,'

we identify the coeflBcients

o
K ^

II

x%

(4.65)

rr,
X% = UJpCo + ^rX0

(4.66)

Xy = e r - l

(4.67)

The longitudinal component of the electric susceptibility tensor is then fixed to be

_

[l + X^Cw)]
Cr - JO-/uJ€o _ ^
1 - juupxjloj^

^

-Up- (£r - 1) + 3^
- a;pX^)
-„.2 . .»
-oP- + jcjujpx'ff

The polarization fields may then be represented in the frequency domain by

(^-88)
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-uJ^Px,y = eQUjlxaEx,y + j(^eoi^pXlEx,y - U)^€QXyEx,y
-(^^Pz + jujujpX^Pz

=

(Cr -l)Ez+ jueo

j Ez

(4.69)
(4.70)

With all of the susceptibility tenns now well defined, it remains to develop a
consistent set of differential equations which may be easily implemented in a finitedifference time-domain code. In the general sense, Maxwell's equations including the
polarization and magnetization fields are

-Vx£ =

+
+

(4.71)
(4.72)

The time domjiin differential equations for the polarization and magnetization fields
may be recovered by identifying multiplication by juj in the frequency domain as
equivalent to differentiation with respect to time in the temporal domain, i.e., by
recalling the Fourier transform pair

^^

(4.73)

Thus the time domain expression for the polarization and magnetization fields are
found, respectively, from (4.60) and (4.61) and (4.69) and (4.70)
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g
(4-74)
q2
q
Q
-M^+ujpXj-^M^ = -Upx'ff-^'Hz
Q2

+ ujpXg

(4.75)

Q
Q?
~ ^0'^pXa^x,y^O^pX0'^^x,y^oXy'^^^XtV

(4-76)

= eox;

(4.77)

+ ^0 ^- - (^pXp )

We introduce the polarization and magnetizations currents

- «px"Wx^
K, =
Q
Q
^x,y — 'Q^x,y ~ ^Q^pX0^x,y ~ ^QX-f'^^x,y
J. = §i'P'-

SO

(4.78)
(4.79)
(4.80)
(4.81)

that we may now treat a self-consistent set of first order equations in state space

form. Substitution of the expressions for the currents into (4.71), (4.72) and (4.74)(4.77) yields the desired equation set
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^

—77^^
rfVx^)
e o ( l + X^)^
^X ,y
—rr— r f v x T Z )
f o ( l + X7)^
o.

dt

eoCl + X®)
J-^—
e o ( l + X7)

(4.82)
(4.83)
(4.84)

J ^x,y

+ '^pX0

'

—
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^Sz
dt^

o

(4.85)

«

-^'H.x,y + ^pXff ^x,y —
OZ

fv X

fJ,Q \

/ x,y

= -L(VX£)^-*:,
^K:,+ujj,X0fC, = -<^pX'0§^n.

(4.86)
(4.87)
(4.88)

We note that neither the transverse magnetic Kx,y currents nor any of the polarization
or magnetization field components need to be included in this set. This greatly
simplifies the computational aspects of the L2TDLM ABC.

4.3

Numerical implementation

It is now left to implement the L2TDLM model into a FDTD simulator. The dif
ferential equations (4.82)-(4.88) must be approximated with centrzd differences in
both space and time where, for instance, the x component of the electric (magnetic)
polarization (magnetization) fields and currents are located at
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+ 0-5, J, k)
Jx ->

+ 0.5, j, k)

M:,

+ 0.5, k)
j + 0.5, k)

(4.89)
(4.90)

The other components are similarly placed about the standard Yee cell. Examination
of Eqns. (4.85) and (4.88) reveal that the time derivative of the longitudinal polar
ization (magnetization) current is proportional to the time derivative of the electric
(magnetic) field. Since both of these quantities are collocated in space and time, we
must make the following substitution to avoid higher order diflferencing schemes. The
time derivative of the electric (magnetic) field on the right-hand side of Eqn. (4.85)
(Eqn. (4.88)) is replaced by the expression in Eqn. (4.83) (Eqn. (4.87)). This substi
tution leads to the following set of difi"erential equations which may be implemented
with second order differencing and preserves the leap firog paradigm.

Jx,y

(4.91)
(4.92)
(4.93)
(4.94)
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+ a;pX"^x.y -

— (V X

^^

(4.95)
(4.96)

|/C. = u;,x^(Vx5)^

(4.97)

Note that we have introduced a 1/^ scaling factor into Eqns. (4.96) and (4.97)
to force these equations to have the same forms as the corresponding electric eind
polarization field equations. Further, we note that higher order differencing schemes
are avoided at the cost of averaging of the curl terms in the longitudinal current
equations to properly locate them temporally. This process requires back-storing one
time step of the electric and magnetic fields only within the slab region. Discretization
of the above differential equation set with linear and exponential differencing are
presented in the Appendix E and Appendix F, respectfully.

4.4

Numerical validation

Numerical tests of the L2TDLM ABC were performed in ID, 2D and 3D FDTD sim
ulators. In all cases, the simulations were performed with £uid without the L2TDLM
layer, thus generating a known numerical solution for comparison. After obtaining
the reference solution, the L2TDLM layer, consisting of 10 cells and a perfect electric
conductor (p.e.c.) backing are then inserted into the problem space and the sim-
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FIGURE 4.2. ID Problem Space Geometry.
ulation is performed again. In the ID and 2D simulations, both calculations were
obtained simultaneously. In the 3D simulations, this approach was not taken and the
numerical reference solution was obtained independently to allow for larger simiilation regions. The reflection caused by the introduction of the L2TDLM layer is then
calciilated at selected points in the grid by subtracting the reference solution from
the solution containing the L2TDLM layer.

Description of ID simulation space: The one-dimensional case consisted of 3000

cells and ran for 2000 time steps. Two periods of a 3.0 GHz plane wave modulated
by a smooth envelope, {1 — [(f — T)/T]^}^, were introduced into the simulation space
from a total field/scattered field plane 1200 cells in front of an air-dielectric interface.
The L2TDLM model was introduced 50 cells into the lossy dielectric mediiim. Tests
were nm with A/20 and A/50 resolution.

Description of 2D simulation space: The two-dimensional case consisted of a grid

containing 800Ax x 600Az squeire cells (i.e. Aa; = Az) and was run for lOGOAt.
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FIGURE 4.3. 2D Problem Space Geometry.
A 6-cycle, 3.0 GHz Gaussian beam with a waist of 0.1 m and a pulse profile which
required two cycles of rise time, two cycles of full amplitude oscillation and two cycles
of fall time (called a 2-2-2 pulse) was excited from a total field/scattered field

plane

150 cells in front of an air-dielectric interface. The L2TDLM model was introduced 50
cells into the lossy dielectric medium. Tests were nm with A/20 and A/50 resolution.
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Description of 3D simulation space: The 3D simulation space consisted of a lat

tice containing lOOAx x lOOAy x lOOAz square cells and ran for SOOAt. A collimated, 2-cycle, 3.0 GHz Gaussian beam pulse with a waist of 0.1 m and a 1-0-1
pulse profile which required one cycle of rise time, no full amplitude oscillations and
one cycle of fall time (called a 1-0-1 pulse) was launched at normal incidence from
a total field/scattered field

plane 10 cells in front of the air-dielectric interface. The

L2TDLM model was introduced 30 cells into the lossy dielectric medium. Only the
A/20 resolution case was run so that an electrically large simulation region could be
implemented. In addition, the reference and L2TDLM simulations were performed
separately to maximize the problem space given the available memory.

The loss in the L2TDLM slab was gradually introduced through the term, xj?Recall that we selected

X? = —C(2)
it'peo

(4-98)

The function, Q { z ) = Cmai [ { z - Zmm) / {zmax " -Zmin)]"*, is the profile function associ
ated with the slab. Setting m = 2 causes the loss to have a quadratic profile in the
slab. The slab is defined by Zmin and Zmax and is the only region where the L2TDLM
is implemented.
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FIGURE 4.4. 3D Problem Speice Geometry.
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The effect of the L2TDLM on the absorption of the incident field is quantified at
selected sample points in the simulation space. These points lie in the lossy dielectric
region and in front of the L2TDLM interface. The field as a function of time is
recorded at each of these points for both the reference and L2TDLM simulations.
The reflection coefficient as a function of time may then be determined by subtracting
the two solutions and picking the maximum of the resultant. The resultant is then
normalized by the maximum of the recorded reference field at that sample point.

The ID and 2D simulations allowed us to consider the behavior of the L2TDLM
ABC with the finer A/50 resolution. At this level of discretization, the value of Cmax
was varied over a large range to obtain the optimal absorption in the L2TDLM layer.
This analysis was completed for a dielectric with relative permeability, Cr = 2.2,
relative permeability, Hr = 1-0, and two different loss tangents, tan J = crfupeo =
0.1,0.001. The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 4.5. This figure
demonstrates that the L2TDLM slab is very effective as an absorber. Further, the
selected value of Cmax has a definite impact on the absorption qualities of the slab.
In fact, it has a minimum value just as the PML ABC does [21]. Examination of the
curves reveals that increasing the loss tangent by two orders of magnitude reduces
the optimum values of Cmai by two orders of magnitude.

Results were produced in ID, 2D and 3D FDTD simulations at a resolution of
A/20. The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 4.6. Examination of
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FIGURE 4.5. Reflection coefficient vs. CMAX with A/50 grid resolution.
the curves reveals again that increasing the loss tangent by two orders of magnitude
reduces the optimum value of Cmax by two orders of magnitude. It is also noted
that the ID, 2D and 3D simulation cases are in rather good agreement despite the
differences in the spatial dimensions and their different excitations.

It is common when doing numerical work to try and use as few cells as possible to
implement a given model. This reduces the size of the model and makes simulations
possible on computers of limited size. This is particularly critical for 3D simulations.
Thus, the effectiveness of the L2TDLM layer with varying thicknesses was next ex
amined. Figure 4.7 shows the reflection coefficient in 3D for the tan 5 = 0.001 case
as a function of absorber thickness. The latter was determined in terms of the nimi-
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FIGURE 4.6. Reflection coeflScient vs. CMAX with A/20 grid resolution.
ber of FDTD cells. The total thickness of the slab is iVAz and pmai = 7.0. Note
the expected resiilt that the reflection coefficient increases when using fewer cells in
the ABC layer. However, note that a high level of absorption is achieved even with
relatively few number of cells.

4.5

Summary

The analytic solution for a general plane wave obliquely incident from a lossy electric
and magnetic medium onto a biaxial anisotropic medium was presented. Expressions
for the reflection coefficient from such an interface were obtained. Selection criteria
for the permittivity and permeability tensors which provide reflectionless transmission
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FIGURE 4.7. Reflection coeflScient vs. N with A/20 grid resolution and tan <5 = 0.1.
through the interface were found. A physical Maxwellian two time-derivative Lorentz
material (L2TDLM) model was introduced to satisfy the matching conditions in addi
tion to producing the desired loss behavior. The final permittivity and permeability
tensors for the L2TDLM ABC were obtained from all of these conditions. A nu
merical implementation of this L2TDLM ABC was then derived for finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) simulators. Nimierical validation of the model was presented.
It was demonstrated that the L2TDLM ABC is a very effective means of truncating
a FDTD simulation space in the presence of lossy dielectric materials.

Note that the lossy dielectric medium is naturally dispersive. By its very nature,
the L2TDLM ABC provides a means to terminate even more complex dispersive di-

electric media. The procedure presented here can cilso be extended to lossy, dispersive
magnetic mediimi in a straightforward manner. It could be extended to lossy, dis
persive electric and magnetic media as indicated in our analysis. However, the latter
requires some extra considerations because of the form of Eqn. (39). There are sev
eral additionjil frequency terms that will appear because of the products and ratios
of ir and /V and must be handled properly in the transition to the time domain. The
same issue occurs in edge and comer regions for the full 3D L2TDLM ABC which
would require products of the permittivity and permeability tensors as discussed in
[16] and [17]. Nonetheless, the results for the L2TDLM ABC slab presented here
clearly demonstrate that Maxwellian matericd models can be incorporated with stan
dard FDTD solvers to define effective ABCs which can be matched to any type of
medium.

The following chapter extends this analysis to the development of a full 3D ABC.
This includes not only absorption by faces but also absorption in edge and comer
regions. In order to hzmdle the additional frequency terms encountered in the edge
and comer regions, we must make slightly different choices for the time derivative of
the polarization vector.
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Chapter 5

MAXWELLIAN MATERIAL BASED OUTER BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS FOR LOSSY MEDIA IN 3D

A two time-derivative Lorentz material (L2TDLM), which has been shown previously
to be the correct Maxwellian medium choice to match an absorbing layer to a lossy
region, is extended here to a complete outer absorbing boundary condition for 3D
FDTD simulators. The implementation of the lossy 2TDLM (L2TDLM) OBC is
presented. Examples in 3D including pulsed dipole radiation and pulsed Gaussian
beam propagation in lossless and lossy materials as well as pulse propagation along a
microstrip over lossless and lossy materials are included to illustrate the effectiveness
of the L2TDLM OBC.

The derivation of the generalized formulation begins in Section 5.1 with an
overview of the lossy two time-derivative Lorentz material (L2TDLM) model and its
coupling to Maxwell's equations. Like the previous development in [26] we charac
terize a face (or slab) by its normaJ and introduce additional loss in that direction
with an increasing profile function. To achieve a complete ABC we also introduce
the requisite formulation for the edges (union of two faces, hence, depending on two
independent loss profile parameters) and for the comers (union of three faces, hence,
depending on three independent loss profile parameters). In contrast to the previ

ous development in [26], a formulation is introduced which reduces to the lossless
case when the conductivity of the media becomes zero and which further reduces to
Maxwell's equations in free space as the permittivity goes to unity and, hence, re
covers the 3D TDLM ABC developed in [17]. It is highly desirable from a numerical
implementation point of view to arrive at a formulation that has these properties.
Furthermore, it is also highly convenient from an implementation point of view to
have a formulation for a comer which reduces uniquely to the correct edge formu
lation and which further reduces uniquely to the correct face formulation with the
appropriate selection of parameters. This avoids having separate formulations for
each region, hence, makes the OBC very efficient to implement algorithmically and
reduces the coding complexity. Differences between the previous formulation and the
formulation presented here are identified and the selection of the parameter space is
described. The discussion continues with the treatment of edges and comers. Finally,
the formulation developed for the comer regions is demonstrated to reduce to the
edge and face formulations as the appropriate parameters go to zero. The munerical implementation of the L2TDLM OBC is given in section 5.2 and the numerical
simulations used to quantify its performance are discussed in sections 5.3 and 5.4. A
summary is presented in section 5.5.
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5.1

L2TDLM OBC Derivation

Our foundation for engineering an absorbing material is based on the coupling of the
electric and magnetic fields to polarization and magnetization currents. The coupling
coeflBcients of the polarization and magnetization currents are then free parameters
which may be specified in such a way as to provide a reflectionless boundary between
the surroimding homogeneous medium and the absorbing layer, which following [11],
is taken to be an uniaxial medium. Furthermore, the loss in the absorbing medium
can be enhanced by varying the independent parameters of the polarization and
magnetization currents as functions (profiles) of position away from an interface along
the normal direction to that interface, [26], [14] - [17].

We wish to match a lossy dielectric medium to a uniaxial mediimi. The frequency
domain Maxwell's equations describing this uniaxial medium can be expressed in the
following form

V

X £

=

—juj [

— a*ii

V x K = j a ; [ e ] £ + a£

where we have defined as in [26] the tensors, f and p for an interface with a. x, y, z
directed normal, respectively, by
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X directed normal:
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where all of the off-diagonal terms are zero, the term ej. = Cr — 3<yl^^Q, and the term
fir = ^ir — ja*/ufjiQ. As was done in [26], these tensors are re-written in terms of
electric and magnetic siisceptibility tensors.
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We choose the absorber medium to be described by the two time-derivative Lorentz
matericil model for lossy, dispersive media [26], denoted by L2TDLM, where time
derivatives of the driving fields act as source terms to describe the coupling of the
electric and magnetic fields to the polarization and magnetization fields, [14] - [17].
These polarization and magnetization field models are represented in differential form
as

where U/Q is the resonance frequency and F®-'" is the width of that resonance. The
terms Xq"*,

X®'*" represent, respectively, the coupling of the electric (mag

netic) field and its first and second time derivatives to the local polarization (magne
tization) fields. The term cjp can be viewed as the plasma frequency associated with
this coupling. It has been shown in [14] that if a* » uiq, then the frequency domain
electric and magnetic susceptibilities associated, for instance, with (5.1) and (5.2)
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may be approximated in the frequency domain by

Xxxi^) =

XiiV";

'P

€q SX

^

e

^2X0

e

(J

1" X-y

J ^

+x.

~~Xa ~ J

Following the arguments in [26], this material is readily matched to a lossy dielectric
characterized by the material constants e = CrCo, fx = no, and a. One finds that
matching is achieved when the free parameters in the L2TDLM model are given by
the expressions

wpxT = 0

(5.3)

^pXff

(5.4)

— Pmax p(0

X? = 0

and

(5.5)
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= (o-/eo) ^pX0 = («^/€o) Pmax p(f)
^pX0 = o-/eo +

p„«,x

X' = C r - l

(5.6)
(5.7)
(5.8)

We note that the parameters for the electric ajid magnetic susceptibilities are of a
slightly different form than was previously reported in [26]. The term c^pX'^ is taken
as a single quantity and is composed of a profile, p(r), for increasing the loss while
moving away from the interface along the normal direction and the profile maximum,
Pmca- For all the cases considered below the profile was taken to be a quadratic
function of the distance away from the interface. These parameters represent the
only independent values which must be specified to define the absorbing layer. We
also note that the form of the electric susceptibility now reduces to the lossless case
in the absence of the conductivity term. Furthermore, the electric susceptibility now
reduces to the free space result as the permittivity approaches unity.

Implementation of the lossy dielectric L2TDLM ABC is simplified by considering
the face, edge and comer regions as shown in Figure 5.1. From the figure, we must
consider the 6 faces, 12 edges and 8 comers in turn.

m

in

m m
FIGURE 5.1. L2TDLM OBC Implementation regions
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5.1.1

Faces

Consider a slab of absorber, which is matched to a lossy dielectric medium, with the
normal to its face being in the +z direction. Using our definition of e and JL we define
the electric and magnetic susceptibilities simply as

=

W

irK-l

=

The magnetization terms are identical to those treated in [17]. On the other hand, the
permittivity tensors must be handled slightly differently. If we let C{z) represent the
profile along z, the polarization fields are given by the frequency domain expressions

Px,y

_

Pz

Co-Ez

(fr - 1) + j'tJ

_

[a/eg + CrC] + CT^/^O

(gr - 1) +

ju [g/ep - C]

- juC

The corresponding time domain ordinary differential equations (ODEs) are
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^'Px,y = eo (Cr - 1) ^Sx,y + ^0 k/eo + CrC] ^f^r,s
(5.9)

+ <XQSx,y

d^Vz + C^z = eo (Cr - 1) eftSz + €0 [cr/eo - C] dtSz

(5.10)

To reduce these second order ODEs to a first order system that can be incorporated
with Maxwell's equations, we introduce equations for the polarization currents dtPx,y,z
in terms of the new variables Jx,y,z as

9tPx,y = Jx,y + ^0 (€r — 1) dt^x,y + [o" + CrCoC] ^x,y

dtPz —

+ ^0 (^r ~ 1) dtSz + aS^

(5.12)

With these choices the corresponding Maxwell's equations become

CO ^
=

— fv X

Co ^

/ x,y

CO

^

€o

x,y

[J^x,y + ^0 (Cr

— 1)

dtSx,y

(5-11)

+

[c + €rCoC] ^x,y]
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dtS.

=

Co ^

^

--dtV,
Co

= - ( v x ? ? ) -l.[j^+eo{er-l)dtS, + a£,]
Co ^
/ r Co

These equations can be further reduced to the following forms which explicitly show
the lossy nature of the ABC layer.

erCo

+ c Sx,y —

TV X ??j
€r€o ^

' x,y

at£:, + —£, = —fv xk)

(5.13)
€^^0

j;

(5.14)

Using our choices for the polarization currents (5.11) and (5.12), we can arrive at the
expression:

dfVx,y

=

dtJx,y

=

eo

+ €o (€r " 1)

+ [<7 + CrCoC]

(Cr - 1) ^Sx,y + Co [o'/€o + CrC] ^t^z.y + 0-C^x,j

which reduces with (5.13) to
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dtJx,y

= «TC£x,y

(5.15)

The corresponding equation for the z component of the polarization field is

+ QdtPz — dtJ^z + Co (^r — 1)
=

Co

+ crdtSz + C«^ + C^o (^r ~ 1) dtSz + cd^Sz

(Cr - 1) ^Sz + Co [cr/€Q - C] dtSz

It reduces with (5.13) to the following form

dtJz + QJz —
=

—(^€r€odt£z ~ cr^^z
-CCrCO

— ^ z + — ( V x - ^ )

Er^O

^

'z

- — J z

- 0"C^z

which jdelds

dtJz = -c(v X Hj

(5.16)
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5.1.2

Edges

Consider the union of two slabs of absorber. Let, for example, one slab have its face
normal to the +x direction and the other normal to the +z direction. To prevent
reflections from an edge, the electric and magnetic susceptibilities must have the
forms:

X* —

^

X"* =

X

1
-1

Again, the magnetization terms are identical to those treated in [17] and the polar
ization terms mtist be handled separately. If we additionally let ^(a;) represent the
profile along x, the polarization fields are given by the frequency domain expressions

Px
€.qE x

0^}

(€r - 1) + 3^ W/eo + €rC - ^] + 0"C/gO
—+

(—<^^) (Cr — 1)

—

[cr/eo - t €r

ju)^

+ C)] +

(^ + C) + Cr^c] + CT^C/^0

[ju] (-cj2)

P:
€-qE z

_

(Cr - 1) +

juj [g/ep + €r^ - C] +
—(jj2 ^ jfjjQ
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The corresponding time domsun ODEs axe

+ ^dtVx = €o (Cr - 1)

S^Vy

—

+ Co W/^Q + ^rC "

Co (^r — 1)

+ Co

+ eo [^Ao +

— (^ + C) +

^0

Sf^Vz + (IdtVz = €o (cr - 1)

^tSx + (^QSx

(5-17)

(^ + C)]

dtSy + cr^C^Sy

+ eo [o-/eo + er^ - C] dt£z + cr^Sz

(5.18)

(5.19)

Again to reduce these second order ODEs to a first order system that can be incorpo
rated with Maxwell's equations, we introduce equations for the polarization currents
dtPx,y,z

in terms of the new variables Jx,y,z as

dtPx

dtPy —

dtPz

—

+ Co (Cr ~ 1) dtSx + (cr + Cr^oC)

(5.20)

+ Co (cr ~ 1) dtSy + [cr + e^eo (^ + C)]

(5.21)

— iTz + €o (^ ~ 1) dtSg + (c + €r€o^) Sz

(5.22)
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With these choices the corresponding Maxwell's equations become

dt£^ = l ( v x n ) --dtPr
Co ^
^ ^0
= - ( V X H ) -Co ^
^
^0

+ to (Cr — 1) dtSx + (<T + CreoC)

(5.23)

dtSy = ifvx-w) --dtVy
Co ^
^ y Co
= -(VXH) - €n V
/ u 6n

+ Co (Cr — 1)

+ [O" + CrCo

+ C)]

(5.24)

dtS^ = i f v x K ) --dtV^
Co ^
^0
= - ( v x ? ? ) - - Jz + Co (^r — 1) dt£z + (cr + CrCo^)
Co ^
€o

(5.25)

These equations can be simplified to the following set which clearly shows the lossy
nature of the mediimi:

f — +c V x = — f V x ? ? )
V€r€o
/
CrCo ^
^

dfSy +

erCo

+ (^ + 0

Jx

•y = — ( v x n )
£,£o\

/»

-—Jy
£,£0

(5.26)

(5.27)
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d t £ . + ( — + ^ S ,= — h x i i ) - — J ,
V^rfO
/
CrCo ^
'z Cr^O

(5.28)

Agziin, using our choices for the polarization currents (5.17), (5.18), and (5.19), we
can amve at the expressions:

dtPx +

— dtSx + Co (^r — 1)

+ (c + CrCoC) ^t^x

-^^Jx + ^^0 i^r — 1) dtSx + ^ (o" + ^rCoC) ^x
= Co (€r - 1) df^x
+ (CT + fr^oC ~ ^0^) dtSx + <7C^i

dtJx + ^Jx = -^erCo^t^s + [o- (C - ^) - er€o^] Sx

+ [o- (C - ^) - €reo^] Sx

The first relation yields the equation for the x component of the electric current

dtJx = -^[^ xn)^ + a(:£x

(5.29)
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The corresponding equation for the z component of the current can be found by
symmetry to be

DTJ^ =

(5.30)

The remaining equation for the y component of the electric current is determined as
follows

di^Vy = df} J'y + eo{€r — 1) dl^Ey+ [er^o{^ + Q + <7] d^Sy
=

Co (Cr — 1)

+ ^0

+ [fr€o (^ + C) + ^t]

— (^ + C) +

to

dt£y +

3^Jy = k (C + C) + Creole] 9tSy + o-^C^y

This second order ODE for Jy is dealt with by introducing the auxiliary function,
Ty, as defined by

dtJy —

+ [c (f + C) + CrCoCC]

(5.31)
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This represents the desired rate equation for the y component of the electric current. It
then follows that the auxiliary function must satisfy the corresponding rate equation:

dt^y =

(5.32)

We note that this auxiliary function is identically zero when the conductivity goes to
zero.

5.1.3

Corners

Finally, consider the union of three slabs of absorber, one slab having its face normal
to the +x, one normal to the

and one normal to the +z direction. To prevent

reflections from a comer, the electric and magnetic susceptibilities must have the
forms:

=

e;

X Ay X Az - T

= AIxA^XA7-T

Again, the magnetization terms are identical to those treated in [17] and the polar
ization terms must be handled separately. With the form of the susceptibility matrix.
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one finds each term is related to all the others simply by a cyclic permutation of the
indices. Thus, if we additionally let •q{y) represent the profile along y, the polarization
field, for instance, along the z axis is given by the frequency domain expressions

Pz
€o£'z

^

(jo;)

,

jij [a

(cr - 1) - [g/ep + fr (^ + - C)]
(jw) (-a;2) + T)) /eo + tr^T}] + a^r7/eo

The resulting time domain ODE is then found to be

dfVz + (IdifVz — ^oi^r — ^)

{^ + V ~ 0]^^z

+eo — (^ + T?) + €r^V dtSz + Cr^T/^r
.^0

We make the following choice for the polarization current

dtPz =

+ €o (Cr ~ 1) dt£z + [cr + €r€o (C + ^)] ^z

(5.34)

We then find Maxwell's equation for the z component of the electric field to be
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dtS, = I f v x K ) --dtV,
eQ\
/ z Co
= - f V x ? ? ) - - Jz + ^0 (^r — 1) dtSz + [o* + CrCo
Co ^
^ ^0

+ V)]

which reduces to the lossy medium relation

dt£z +

CrCo

+ (C + 7?) ^ z = — ( v x H ) - — J z

(5.35)

Using the choice (5.34) for the polarization current, one obtains

di^Vz + ^Sf^Vz — d^J^z+^O (^r ~ 1) d^^z + [c + CrCo (^ + 17)]
+C^0 (Cr — 1) ^Sz + C [O" +

= Co (er - 1) di^Sz + Co k/eo +

+ Q^tJz

(^ + V)] ^tSz

(^ +»? - 0]^^z

+^0 — (^ + rf)+ €r^TJ dtSz + cr^Jy^z
Co

which yields a current equation of the form

^Jz + CdtJz = -CcreodfSz + [erCo

- C (^ + T?)) + o- (^ + 7/ - C)] dtSz + a^TiSz
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Again, we introduce the auxiliary function, Tz, defined by the following ODE

+ QJz —

+ [Cr€r {^V — C (^ + J?)) + <7

^ " C)] ^z

(5.36)

The second order equation for J7r can then be reduced to the relation

dtJz +

=

^Z — C^r^odt^z + [^r€r

— ^:

C^r^O

~ C (^ + ^)) + <7 (^ + 7? — C)] ^z

— + (^ + rj)
€r£0

Sz +

—(vxn)

-—Jz

+ [trCr {^n-Ci^ + V))+(^i^ + V- 0]

The following first order ODEs for Tz and Jz are then obtained:

dtJz = -C (V X -h) ^ + [crCo^r? + o- (^ + r/)] 5^ + J^z

Qt^z

=

(y^n^z

(5.37)

(5.38)

We note that if in the comer equations we set r; = 0 (or ^ = 0 or C = 0), which
would be appropriate for the comer reducing to an x - 2 edge (or y — z edge ox x — y
edge, respectively), the equations obtained in the previous subsection for that edge
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are recovered. Similarly, the comer equations with two profile parameters set to zero
or the edge equations with one profile parameter set to zero recover the correspond
ing face equations. This self-consistency of the equations significantly reduces the
complexity of coding the L2TDLM OBC.

5.2

Implementation

These polarization, magnetization and auxiliary field rate equations are implemented
into a FDTD simulator by obtaining their discrete forms using finite differences.
Consider, for instance, the z component set of equations for the comer.

dtJz = -C

^

+ o- (^ +

dtJ=z

=

For convenience, we define the quantities,

0^1)82

v)]
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A = ^ + (^ + 7?)

(5.39)

-B = —C

(5.40)

C

= ereo^V + o-{^ + v)

D = a^T]

(5-41)
(5.42)

to simplify the form of the equation system as

dt£,+A£, =

J-(V X H ) - — J ,
CrCo \
yz €r€o

(5.43)

dtJz = +5(vx??) +C5^ + j;

(5.44)

dtTz = D£z

(5.45)

If we let these fields be located at ^2'""'"^)

and

and introduce an

exponential difference scheme, the simplified system then takes the discrete form

<6^2

= exp (—^At)£" +
(v X 7?)

exp { — A b d f 2 )
+ AfC
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These update equations for

AfC

and Jz can be re-written in a state-space matrix form:

At
2er«o exp (—AAt/2)

(^:R=

1

exp (—AAt)
AtC

•^expi-AAt/2)

2

-I-

1

^
€r€0 exp {-AAt/2) 0
AtB
At

](sr
n+ll2

T,

Introducing the matrices

A =

1
-AtCjl

(At/2ereo) exp {—AAt/2)

(5.46)

1

B =

exp (—AAt) — (At/2er€o) exp (—AA£/2)
AiC/2
1.0

(5.47)

C =

(Ai/£r€o) exp (—AAt/2) 0
AtB
At

(5.48)

this system takes the matrix form

ttii ai2
azi 022

i'j.)

n+1

6ii bi2
621 ^

+

which has the solution

(5;)1(

Cll C12
C21 C22

71+1/2
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n+I

(%)

det

(^)

^22
—a2i

—0'12
ail

611 612
621 622

0.22

—0,12

Cll C12
C21 C22

(J;)'
n+1/2

+

( 3 ) [ -0-21

— \

det

"

^11

This explicitly yields

n+l

( k )

^22^11 ~ <212^21 0-22^X2 ~ Ql2^
^11622 — 021612

[ 0'llf>2l ~ 0.21^11

det

1

+
det

r a22Cii — ai2C2i O.22C12 — CI12C22
<lllC21 — fl2lCii aiiC22 — a2lCl2

(sr
(v,«)

n+1/2

We then finally arrive at the semi-implicit update equations

£n+l _ Q22611 — 012621 cn
det ^

<^22Cll ~
^
= ai2C2l
^rvxw
) ""+1/2
'

^ '

det

022612 — 012622

0-72C12 — 0.l20n

det ^
JTi+l

011^22 — 021612
_ °U622
^21612 jn
det ^

J

QI1C2I - Q21C11
det ( A )
^

011621 — 021611
det (Aj
j:n+ii2 ^

^ MDS'^

(5.49)

det

(5 50)
det (AJ
(5.51)
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Similar equations occur for the x and y components. They can be obtJiined immedi
ately from this set by cyclic permutations of the indices and profile parameters.

5.3

Numerical free space results

Equations (5.49) - (5.51) reduce to the TDLM OBC equations given in [17] when
a

0 and Cr —1. These lossless, free-space TDLM OBC equations are repeated

here for convenience.

(5.52)

(5.53)

We present this free-space analysis so that we may make a comparison with Berenger's
PML which can not properly terminate lossy dielectric meshes.

The above equation set may be approximated with finite differences in one of
two ways. First, an explicit scheme may be developed where the polarization fields
and currents axe temporally located at half integer time steps. The second approach
allows the polarization field to be located at integer time steps with the electric field
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but the polarization current remains at the half integer time steps. This results in
a semi-implicit update scheme. A numerical comparison of these two approaches is
given as well as justification for the previous selection of the semi-implicit scheme for
the L2TDLM update equations.

Both the explicit and semi-implicit schemes were tested with a basic 2-directed ele
mental (1-cell long) electric dipole radiating into free space. The absorbing character
istics of both the PML and TDLM OBC's were examined using a 3D finite-difierence
time-domain (FDTD) simulator. The error caused by the absorbing boundary layers
is determined by running the same problems in two different size meshes and sub
tracting the values of the electric field component Ez of the smaller problem from
the electric field values of the larger problem at all the points at which these two
problems overlap. This configuration is shown in Figure 5.2 below.

The larger problem space (140 x 140 x 140) is referred to as the control set while the
smaller interior problem (40 x 40 x 40) provides the boundary reflection information.
The exterior of the control problem is terminated using the TDLM boundary having
a priori optimum values {Xmax = 7 and the number of cells in the OBC layer =
10). The interior problem is then allowed to be terminated with either the Berenger
PML or the TD-LM OBC, each with quadratically varying material parameters in
the layers.
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140x140x140

ZOireoed DipofeSooice

16

5

FIGURE 5.2. 3D Problem space used to evaluate the properties of the TD-LM ABC.
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The primary interest in developing a new OBC was to find a physically realizable
absorber which is extremely broad-band. While the realization of such a material is
dependent upon its conformation to solutions of Maxwells equations and has been
addressed at length in theory, the tests conducted here demonstrate numerically the
broad-band nature of the TD-LM absorber by stimulating it with incident broad-band
pulses. The notation used to describe our tests pulses is based upon the number of
cycles used in the transient rise time, the nimiber of cycles of constant amplitude
and the ntmiber of cycles used in the transient fall time (which we have taken for
convenience to be equal to the number in the transient rise time). SpecicJ caxe has
been taken to ensure that all incident pulses have no DC component, i.e., by insuring
that the time integral of all of the excitation pulses is zero. This avoids the low
frequencies at which the PML layers are known to be poor absorbers.

A baseline comparison between the PML and TDLM is made using the j-O-^ test
pulse shown in Figure 5.3. The spectra of this pulse is also provided; it is peaked
near 1.7 G H z but extends out t o 7.0 G H z .

The PML interior problem is terminated with a quadratic conductivity profile
{aIwe — 16.0, this value being selected according to the criterion given in [25]) span
ning 10 cells. The TDLM interior problem is terminated with a set of layers, N cells
thick, that have a quadratic profile for the TD-LM coefficients

ry, and C, each having
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FIGURE 5.3. Current |-0-| pulse which was used to drive the electric dipole: a)
Time history, b) Frequency spectrum.
the maximum value Xmax- The reflection coefficient was obtained first with the ex
plicit scheme for the 5-O-5 pulse by keeping N fixed at 10 cells and varying the value
of Xmaxi and by fixing Xmax = 6 0 and varying N. These results are summarized in
Figures 5.4 and 5.5. They are given in terms of the normalized global mesin squared
error of the

electric field component as a function of the time step (normalized to

the maximum value of that field component). This value represents the normalized
reflection coefficient of the OBC. The variation in the normalized refiection coefficient
as a function of Xmax is given in Figure 5.4. The variation in the normalized reflection
coefficient as a ftmction of the number of cells in the OBC layer is given in Figure 5.5.
From Figure 5.4 one observes that like the PML and the 2D TD-LM OBCs, the 3D
TD-LM OBC can be optimized by the choice of the maximimi of coefficient profiles.
The reflection coefficient is below 120 dB for several choices. Figure 5.5 shows that
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FIGURE 5.4. Explicit TD-LM nonnsJized reflection coeflBcient (in dB) as a function
of time for various values of Xmoithe TD-LM OBC is effective even for a layer that is only 4 cells thick.

The same comparisons for the implicit TD-LM OBC are given in Figures 5.6 and
5.7. In contrast to the explicit version, the behavior of the implicit scheme is less
noisy in time and produces another 5 — 10 dB smaller reflection coefficient in general.

A comparison between the optimized explicit and implicit TD-LM {Xmax = 7.0 and
N = 10-cells) OBCs and the PML OBC is given in Figure 5.8. The results show that

the overall behavior of all of these OBCs is comparable, in the 125 — 135 dB down
range. However, the implicit TD-LM OBC seems to have the best characteristics
overall in time quickly reaching and maintaining a nearly constant value for the
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FIGURE 5.5. Explicit TD-LM normalized reflection coefficient (in dB) as a fimction
of time for various values of the number of cells in the TD-LM OBC layer.
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FIGURE 5.6. Implicit TD-LM normalized reflection coefficient (in dB) as a function
of time for various values of Xmax-
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FIGURE 5.7. Implicit TD-LM normalized reflection coefficient (in dB) as a function
of time for various values of the number of cells in the TD-LM OBC layer.
reflection coefficient.

Similar tests were conducted for narrower bandwidth 1 — 0 — 1 and 1 — 1 — 1 pulses.
Quantitatively, the implicit TD-LM OBC seen:is to have the best operating chareicteristics for either narrow or broad bandwidth pulses.

For this reason we have used the implicit formulation for all subsequent formula
tions of the 3D L2TDLM OBC.

5.4

Numerical lossy dielectric results

We now consider the eflfectiveness of the 3D L2TDLM OBC and the quality of ab
sorption it provides in problems requiring the termination of lossy dielectrics at the
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FIGURE 5.8. Explicit and implicit TD-LM, and the PML normalized reflection coef
ficients (in dB) as a function of time .
boundary. Several problems have been used to test the efficacy of the L2TDLM OBC
including (1) a Hertzian dipole radiator in a homogeneous lossy medium, (2) a Gaus
sian beam incident from free space onto a homogeneous lossy medium, and (3) a
shielded microstrip transmission line with a lossy homogeneous dielectric substrate.
In all these validation examples, a numerical reflection coefficient due to the intro
duction of the L2TDLM OBC is calculated by first running simulations with a large
spatial extent to define the reference solution. Simulations with a smaller simulation
space, which was truncated with the L2TDLM OBC, were then performed. Electric
field quantities were monitored at fixed locations in both cases and compared. Their
Fourier spectra were then obtained via a discrete Fourier transform. The difference
between the calculated truncated and reference field spectra normalized by the calcu
lated reference field spectrum was used to generate the numerical reflection coefficient.
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This spectral domain information thus allowed us to quantify the numerical reflection
coefficient introduced by the L2TDLM OBC as a function of the frequency.

The following descriptions of the test problems indicate the internal dimensions
of the simulation. Additional cells that are required by the L2TDLM OBC are to be
added onto the total sizes cited below. Unless otherwise noted, the L2TDLM OBC
layers were taken to be 10 cells thick.

5.4.1

Hertzian dipole radiator

The Hertzian dipole radiator in a homogeneous region is one of the most fundamental
radiation problems. It makes an excellent candidate for our validation purposes.

The reference (140x140x140 cells) and trial (40x40x40 cells) solutions were excited
with a bipolar pulse having an effective frequency of F.ff = 3.1 GHz (the peak of
the spectnmi of the driving pulse). The discretization was set at Ae///40. This is
equivalent to a cell size of Aa: = Ay = Az = 2.42 mm. The corresponding time step
was taken at the CFL = 1.0 limit and, hence, Ai = 4.656 psec. The simulation was
run for 2000 time steps. The L2TDLM OBC was placed on all six faces. The current
element was placed at [(71,71,70 /,(21,21,20)trta/] to locate it exactly in the middle
)re

of the simulation region. The z electric field was sampled 15 cells (36.3 mm) away at
the points [(71,56,71)re/,(21,6,21)tHai]-
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FIGURE 5.9. Incident pulse spectrum and reflection coefficients for the Hertzian
dipole radiator case.
The simulation region was first filled with a lossless dielectric, (cr = 2.0, (x = 0.0),
and the numerical reflection coefficient due to the L2TDLM OBC was calculated. The
rj, and C profile functions were all taken to be the same. The associated parameter
Pmax

was obtained with several simulation nms to optimize the performance of the

L2TDLM OBC; its value was chosen to be pmax = 8.0. This value was held fixed for
each of the dipole source examples. The simulation was then run again using a lossy
dielectric, (cr = 2.0, a = 0.167). This is a highly lossy dielectric having an equivalent
loss tangent, tan J = 0.1, at 3.0 GHz.
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Figure 5.9 displays the results of these computations. The spectrum of the excita
tion pulse is provided to define the relevant frequencies. The L2TDLM OBC provides
a reflection coefficient smaller than -75 dB for the lossless case and smaller than -85
dB for the lossy case over the frequency band of interest (« 0.5 - 4.5 GHz). It is
important to note that the discretization {cells/Xjiei) at the highest usable frequency
(4.5 GHz) is ss 15 cells/Xjiei- In other words the incident pulse spectnmi is fairly
well resolved over the entire bandwidth. It also indicates why the error increases
further with increasing frequency. Thus the L2TDLM OBC is very effective for tnmcating simulations that involve sources and lossy materials. Note that the spikes
in the reflection coefficients occur where the excitation spectrum has a null. While
the incident field has no energy at those frequencies, numerical dispersion results in
noise contributions there. Thus the noise in the grid at those frequencies divided by
essentiadly a null resulting from the discrete Fourier transform there produces large
reflection coefficients. This signature is present in all of the results presented below.

5.4.2

Pulsed Gaussian beam incident on a homogeneous slab

The pulsed Gaussian beam problem is of particular interest because it allows us to
investigate the behavior of the L2TDLM OBC as the incident energy propagates
across a dielectric interface. Moreover, unlike the dipole case, it allows us to test the
effectiveness of the L2TDLM OBC in a finite beam scattering problem. Furthermore,
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unlike the shielded microstrip case to follow, the field energy is propagating normal
to the interface as opposed to parallel to the interface as it does in the shielded
microstrip problem.

The reference (100x100x100 cells) and trial (100x100x60 cells) solutions were discretized at Ae///20, Xe/f being the wavelength associated with the efltective frequency,
feff =

3.0 GHz (the peak of the spectnma of the driving pulse). This is equivalent

to a cell size of Ax = Ay = Az = 5.0 mm. The corresponding time step was taken
at the CFL = 1.0 limit and, hence, At = 9.623 psec. The simulation was run for 250
time steps. The L2TDLM OBC was again placed on all six faces of the simulation
region. The f, rj, and C OBC profile functions again were all taken to be the same.
The OBC parcimeter pmax was obtained with several simulation nms to optimize the
performance of the L2TDLM OBC. The Gaussian beam was polarized in the x direc
tion and propagated in the z direction. The beam was excited on a total/scattered
field boimdary located in the z = 10 Az plane. A dielectric half-space was introduced
in the z = 20 Az plane. This dielectric half-space extends into the L2TDLM OBC
regions. The x component of the electric field was sampled 28 cells (140.0 mm) away
firom the L2TDLM interface at the point (50,50,38).

The dielectric half-space was first filled

with vacuum (er = 1.0, cr = 0.0) and

the niunerical reflection coefficient calculated. Although not of practiczd interest, the
effect of adding conductivity without the presence of a relative dielectric constant was
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FIGURE 5.10. Incident pulse spectrum for Gaussian beam incident on dielectric
half-space (cr = 1.0, <7 = 0.0,0.167, Ax = Ay = Az = X^ffl2Q at 3.0 GHz).
examined. The half-space was filled with a lossy medium, (cr = 10, a = 0.167), which
has an equivalent loss tangent, tan (J = 0.1, at 3.0 GHz. The OBC parameter pmax was
chosen to be Pmaz = 5.0 for both cases. Figure 5.10 shows both numerical reflection
coefficients introduced by truncating the simulation region with the L2TDLM OBC.
It also again includes the spectrum of the pulse excitation.

Excellent absorption is provided by the absorbing layer with relatively coarse
discretization. The L2TDLM OBC produces reflections to less thjin -75 dB over the
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band width of the pulse for the free space case. Introduction of the conductivity in
the half-space region further reduces the reflection introduced by the boundary to less
than -90 dB. This is in part due to propagation loss but proves that the L2TDLM
OBC is stable and eSective in simulations utilizing lossy media.

The properties of the L2TDLM OBC were further investigated with dielectric
materials. Initially, the reflection coefficient introduced by the OBC was calculated
with a lossless dielectric (e^ = 2.0, a = 0.0) filling the half-space. This calculation was
repeated using a lossy dielectric (cr = 2.0, <T = 0.167). Again, the OBC parameter
Pmax

was chosen to be

Pmax = 5.0

for both cases. Figure 5.11 shows both numerical

reflection coefficients introduced by the L2TDLM OBC. The spectrum of the incident
field is provided agziin to focus attention on the relevant frequencies.

The lossless case shows better than -75 dB reflection over the frequency bandwidth
of the pulse. The monotonically increasing characteristic of the reflection coefficient
caused suspicion of under sampling at the higher frequencies. It was found that the
effective discretization in the dielectric was

at 3.0 GHz where A<ce/ =

which meant that the effective discretization in the dielectric was approximately
-^<iie//20 at 2.0 GHz and only AjCez/lO at 4.0 GHz. This is not sufficient sampling for
the entire frequency bandwidth of the driving pulse; especially when proper modeling
of any dispersive behavior is desired. Regardless, the lossy dielectric case produced a
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FIGURE 5.11. Incident pulse spectrum for Gaussian beam incident on dielectric
half-space (e^ = 2.0,a = 0.0,0.167, Ax = Ay = Az = Xeffl2Q at 3.0 GHz).
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reflection less than -110 dB over the frequency bandwidth of the incident pulse.

The eflfect of under sampling at the higher frequencies in the incident pulse was
investigated by increasing the discretization by 50%. The reference and trial solutions
were scaled appropriately to (150x150x150) and (150x150x120) cells, respectively. At
an efiective frequency of /e// = 3.0 GHz and a discretization of A<,///30, the cell size
is Ax = Ay = Az = 3.33 mm. The simulation was run at the CFL = 1.0 limit,
hence, with At = 6.415 psec, for 600 time steps for a total time of 3.85 nsec. Again
the L2TDLM OBC was placed on all six faces of the simulation domain. The same
source was used. The total/scattered field boxmdary is located in the z = 20 Az plane.
The air/dielectric interface is located in the z = 30 Az plane. The x component
of the electric field was sampled at (75,75,57) which is 123.2 mm in front of the
total/scattered field boundary and 89.9 mm in front of the air/dielectric interface.
The OBC parameter Pmax was chosen to be pmax = 5.5 for the lossless case and
Pmax = 5.0 for the lossy case. Both the lossless and lossy dielectric cases were run
again. The resulting numerical reflection obtained at this discretization is shown in
Figure 5.12.

The lossless reflection coeflBcient is less than -75 dB over the frequency bandwidth
of the pulse. The increase in discretization removed the monotonically increasing be
havior of the reflection coefficient. The increased resolution improved the lossy case
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to better than -115 dB over the frequency bandwidth of the pulse. Smaller discretiza
tions were not performed since the memory requirements would have exceeded the
available memory on our machines. These pulsed Gaussian beam results were in good
agreement with those calculated previously and presented in [26].

5.4.3

Shielded microstrip

Finally, we also considered the very practical printed circuit problem of modeling a
shielded microstrip propagating into a L2TDLM OBC. This problem is encountered
in many EMI/EMC problems. It is qmte diflferent from the previous problems in that
it is a guided wave problem that allows unipolar pulse excitations, i.e., pulses with
non-zero spectra at DC.

The reference (24x50x500 cells) and trial (24x50x50 cells) solutions where discretized at Ae///283.5 in the x and y directions and Ae///100 in the z direction. The ef
fective frequency was /«// = 25.0 GHz. The equivalent cell sizes are Ax = Ay = 0.043
mm and Az = 0.120 mm. The corresponding time step at the CFL = 1.0 limit and,
hence. At = 96.80 fsec. The simulation was nm for 2000 time steps. The L2TDLM
OBC was placed only on the z normal faces with the other faces being perfect electric
conductors (PEC). The dielectric substrate (e^ = 2.2) was 6 cells (0.72 mm) thick
in the x direction. The microstrip was modeled as infinitely thin, being 6 cells (0.72
mm) wide and starting in the z = 10 Az plane. The microstrip line was excited by
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a X directed current source having a Gaussian time history with spectral width as
shown in Fig. 5.13 and an effective cutoff frequency of approximately 30 GHz. The x
component of the electric field was sampled 16 cells (3.24 mm) away from the source
plane at the point (3,26,37). The interface between the air and dielectric region
was treated by using an average of the neighboring permittivity values for the field
quantities which lie on the interface.

The simulation region was first filled with a lossless dielectric, (cr = 2.2, cr = 0.0).
With several simulation nms to optimize the performcince of the L2TDLM OBC, the
parameter Pmax was chosen to have a value Pmax = 50.0 for the lossless case. The
numerical reflection coefficient due to the L2TDLM ABC was then calculated. The
simulation was then run again using a lossy dielectric, (cr = 2.2, a = 0.167). This is a
highly lossy dielectric having an equivalent loss tangent, tan 5 = 0.015, at 25.0 GHz.
Similar optimization nms led to the value p^nca. = 30.0 for the lossy case. The higher
Pmax values are a result of the finer discretization used to model the structure. The
numerical reflection coefficient due to the L2TDLM OBC was then calculated for the
lossy substrate case.

Figure 5.13 displays the results of these computations. It demonstrates that the
L2TDLM OBC provides for a reflection coefficient better than -75 dB for both the
lossless and lossy cases over the frequency band of interest (w 0 - 30.0 GHz). At the
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upper edge of the frequency band (30.0 GHz), the discretization is «

cells/X^ff

the air region and « 56 cells/Xaiei within the dielectric region for the z direction and
is a much finer resolution than that in the transverse directions. The incident pulse
spectnmi is significantly over-sampled for the entire bandwidth. Again, the interface
between the air cind dielectric region was treated as an average of the neighboring
permittivity values for field quantities which lie on the interface.

The physical size of the absorber is an important issue for discussion, especially
when one would like to simulate structures with detail much smgJler than the wave
length in the medium. It was found previously [25] that the eflFectiveness of the
Berenger PML ABC [5] was reliant on the physical size of absorber to be a significant
fraction of the wavelength in the medium. This does not appear to be the case in
this instance. The absorber is only 1/8 of a wavelength in free space and 1/5 of a
wavelength in the dielectric. It is felt that this is the case because most of the energy
is normally incident on the L2TDLM OBC in this guided wave situation.

5.5

Summary

A generalized lossy two time-derivative Lorentz material (L2TDLM) model outer
boundary condition (OBC) has been introduced. The advantage of the generalized
formulation presented here is that only one equation set is required in the implemen
tation for all parts of the OBC region. This equation set reduces to the appropriate
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formulation (comer to edge to face) dependent on the number of independent pa
rameters present in a given portion of the simulation region. A complete 3D FDTD
implementation was described and its performance was evaluated using several test
cases. The resiilts of these test cases is simimarized in the Table 5.5. They demon
strate that the L2TDLM OBC is a very eflFective technique for truncating FDTD
simulation regions dealing with lossy media.

Several practical applications involving the L2TDLM OBC including micropatch
antennas, microstrip filters zind couplers are currently under investigation. The results
of these investigations are given in the next chapter.
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Numerical reflection coeflicient
Test Problem

€R

u [5/m^] Reflection CoeflBcient [dB]

Hertzian electric dipole
2.0
2.0

0.000
0.167

< 75
< 85

1.0
1.0

0.000
0.167

< 75
< 90

2.0
2.0

0.000
0.167

< 70
< 110

2.0
2.0

0.000
0.167

< 75
< 115

2.2
2.2

0.000
0.167

< 75
< 75

Gaussian beam
(A<F,>//20)

(ARFI.//30)

Shielded Microstrip

TABLE 5.1. Summary of numerical reflection coeflScient results.
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Chapter 6

THE EFFECT OF DIELECTRIC LOSS IN FDTD
SIMULATIONS OF MICROSTRIP STRUCTURES

A 3D FDTD simulator employing the L2TDLM OBC has been applied to several
microwave structures including a microstrip low-pass filter, a microstrip branch line
coupler, a microstrip line-fed rectangular patch antenna, and a microstrip rectangular
spiral inductor. Comparisons between cases in which the substrates associated with
each these structures are lossless, slightly lossy, and very lossy are made. Validation
of simulated results is obtained through comparison with measured results. A brief
discussion of how the devices were fabricated and measured is included to allow for
proper comparison with the simulated results. The importance of including the loss
in the prediction of the performance of these microstrip structures is emphasized.

6.1

NUMERICAL RESULTS

With the aid of the L2TDLM OBC, we have investigated the efiect of lossy dielectric
substrates in several classes of microstrip structures. We have chosen a set of previ
ously published [29] microstrip structures for which calculated and measured results
have been presented. These structures consist of a microstrip low-pass filter, branch
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line coupler and edge fed rectangular patch antenna. We proceed by considering each
structure in turn. The original results from [29] are reproduced in the absence of
conductivity loss. Utilizing the properties of the L2TDLM OBC, we may now intro
duce the appropriate loss tangent for Duroid(c)5880; the substrate typically used in
the fabrication of these structxires. The results of the loss cited by the maniifacturer
are incorporated in the dielectric substrate used in the simulations. Further, the ef
fects of a loss tangent of 100 times larger than that specified by the manufacturer is
examined. This extra step is performed with an eye towards the requirements of full
wave electromagnetic simulators (FDTD and FEM) to accurately model microstrip
structures on high loss dielectrics including silicon, alumina and gallium-arsenide.

All of the following planar structures have been modeled on Duroid©5880 with a
thickness of 0.795 mm [0.031"] unless otherwise stated. The dielectric substrate (e^
= 2.2) was modeled 3 cells thick (0.795 mm [0.0313"]) in the z direction and was
extended into the L2TDLM OBC in the xy-plane. Further, the simulation region was
truncated using the L2TDLM OBC placed on all faces except the -z face which was
a perfectly electric conducting (PEC) ground plane. The L2TDLM layer was 10 cells
thick and used a parameter value, p-max = 10-0 (see [28] for details). Note that the
number of cells used for the OBC are in addition to the dimensions described below
for the simulated microstrip structures.

For each microstrip structure, the calculation of the scattering parameters was
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facilitated by first

simulating a through line. This simulation provided the total

incident field,

which is required to calculate the scattering parameters. The

microstrip transmission line was modeled in all cases as an infinitely thin conductor in
the z = 4 Az plane which was 6 Ax cells (2.436 mm [0.0959"]) wide . The conducting
strip was extended into the L2TDLM OBC in the +/- y directions. The through line
was then replaced by the desired structure and the simulation run again to determine
the total fields,

at the same reference point locations. The scattered field at

the driving port is defined as the difierence between the total field and the incident
field, viz.,

The scattering parameters, 5ii and 52i, were then generated as fimctions

of fire-

quency by Fourier transforming the time history of the scattered field associated with
the structiu-e present,

and the time history of the field associated with the

structure absent (reference case), V''"^(i), and dividing the resulting spectra. The
effect of dielectric loss was investigated by repeating the above process for the two
remaining conductivity values. The calculated scattering parameters were then vali
dated by comparison with measurements. Radiation patterns were obtained for the
microstrip patch antenna with a near-to-far-field transform [30], [3].
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The loss tangent, tan S, of the material was modeled by changing the conductivity
of the substrate. The lossless substrate w£is modeled with a. a = 0 conductivity
value. However, Rogers (the manufacturer of the matericil) cites a loss tangent of
tan <J = 9.0 X lO"'* at a frequency of 10 GHz for Duroid(c)5880. This is equivalent
to a <T = 1.1 X 10"^ conductivity value. We will refer to this configuration as the
'lossy' case. To further investigate the effect of lossy dielectrics, we also simulated
the structure with a loss tangent of tan 5 = 9.0 x 10"^ which is equivalent to a
conductivity value of CT = 1.1 x 10"^, two orders of magnitude larger than that of the
physical material. We will designate this the 'very lossy' case.

6.1.1

Microstrip low-pass filter

The geometry for the microstrip low-pass filter is given in [29] and repeated here in
Figure 6.1. The simulation region was 70 x 70 x 16 cells in the f, y and z directions,
respectively. The cell sizes are Ax = 0.406 mm [0.0160"], Ay = 0.423 mm [0.0167"]
and Az = 0.265 mm [0.0104"]. This unequal discretization allowed us to model the
dimensions of the structure precisely. Because the sampling of the field is so fine for
all the frequencies in the excitation pulse (< A/160 in the substrate), we expected and
found no significant numerical dispersion errors caused by this unequal sampling. The
corresponding time step at the CFL=1.0 limit was At = 0.655 psec. The simulation
was run for 3000 time steps resulting in a total time duration of 1.9655 nsec. A
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current element source with a Gaussian profile was placed at the point (28,1,1) to
locate it exactly in the middle of the microstrip feed-line. The i component of the
electric field was used for the calculation of scattering parameters; it was sampled 10
cells (4.23 mm [0.1665"]) in front of the resonant branch at the point (28,20,2) for Sn
and 26 cells (11.0 mm [0.4330"]) after the resonant branch at the point (44,62,2) for
521. For future reference, we note that this is coincident with the zero phase center
of the physical hardware in our test configuration.

The effects of the three values of conductivity on the calculated scattering pa
rameters 5ii and 52i are shown in Figure 6.2. The differences between the lossless
and lossy cases are indistinguishable. This is to be expected since engineers choose
low loss dielectrics for their designs and manufacturers go to great lengths to reduce
the conductivity loss. Further, this is not a highly resonant structure. The low-pass
characteristic is dependent on the electrical length of the center matching section.
This length does not change much with the addition of a slight amount of loss. This
remark is reinforced through the addition of more loss. In the very lossy case, the res
onances and edges of the stop-band become rounded and the resonzint nulls becoming
wider and less defined. This is caused by the 'smearing' of the electrical length in
the center section of the filter. As expected, the return loss (RL) is increased in the
stop-band (6-9 GHz) by 1.5 - 2.0 dB due to the conduction loss. Also, the insertion
loss (IL) in the pass-band (0-5 GHz) is increased by as much as 3 dB at the band
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FIGURE 6.1. Dimensions (nxmiber of cells) for microstrip low-pass filter.
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FIGURE 6.2. |5ii| and 15211 for Microstrip Low-Pass Filter(CT = 0, 1.1 x 10
10"^).

1.1 x
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edge. We note that for the lossless and lossy cases, the character of the nulls in the
IL stop-band more closely matched the measured results presented in [29] rather than
their calculated results. This further demonstrates the effectiveness of the L2TDLM
OBC; even for the lossless case.

Accurate modeling of the dielectric loss in this simple structure only becomes
important as the loss becomes large. However, if this structure had been fabricated
on silicon or gallium-arsenide, the higher conductivity loss of these materials would
have had a greater impjict as demonstrated by our very lossy results. A factor of
100 increase in conductivity has resulted in not only reduced overall parameters, but
also a consistent frequency down shifting of the resonant nulls. We now identify the
importance of being able to correctly model lossy dielectric substrates through the
use of appropriate OBCs.

6.1.2

Microstrip branch line coupler

The geometry for the branch line coupler is given in [29] and repeated here in Figure
6.3 with the ports labeled. The simulation region was 60 x 100 x 16 cells in the x, y
and z directions, respectively. The cell sizes are Aar = Ay = 0.406 mm [0.0160"] and
Az = 0.265 mm [0.0104"]. The corresponding time step at the CFL=1.0 limit was
Ai = 0.650 psec. The simulation was nm for 3000 time steps resulting in a total time
diu-ation of 1.9472 nsec. A current element source with a Gaussizm profile was placed
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at the point (19,1,1) to locate it exactly in the middle of the feed-line. The z electric
field used for the calculation of scattering parameters was sampled 23 cells (6.1 mm
[0.2400"]) away at the point (19,24,2). We note that these sampling locations do not

coincide with the zero phase centers of the measurements. Justification is presented
in the measurements section.

The effects of the three values of conductivity on the calculated scattering param
eters Sii, S21, S31, and 541, are summarized in Figure 6.4 for the lossless and lossy
cases and in Figure 6.5 for the very lossy case. Again, as shown in Fig. 6.4, the
lossless and lossy cases are almost indistinguishable except for very small deviations
in the nulls of 5ii and 52i. It is noted that the power from port 1 is divided equally
and delivered to ports 3 and 4 only at a single frequency. This frequency is easily
located in the figure as the point where 531 and

cross. Ideally this crossing point

occurs at -3 dB, indicating that all of the power from port 1 has been transmitted
through the device to ports 3 and 4. The return loss at port 1 and the isolation
between ports 1 and 2 are symmetric having equal depth nulls. These properties at a
single frequency are characteristic of a balanced structure. Again, these observations
are more consistent with the measured data presented in [29] than the calculations
provided there. The additional loss realized in the very lossy case shown in Fig. 6.5
widens and fills the nulls. A slight up-shift in the resonance is noted for the very lossy
case. The point of equal power delivery to ports 3 and 4 now occurs at a different

FIGURE 6.3. Dimensions (number of cells) for microstrip branch line coupler.
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FIGURE 6.4. Scattering parameters for Branch Line Coupler in the lossless and lossy
substrate cases (<7 = 0 and 1.1 x 10"^).
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FIGURE 6.5. Scattering paxameters for Branch Line Coupler in the very lossy sub
strate case (a = 1.1 x 10"^).
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frequency than where the insertion loss and isolation minimnms occur. Again we find
that the accurate modeling of the loss for such a microstrip coupler is only important
for the verj' lossy case where not only are the amplitudes of the scattering peurajneters
affected, but also the frequency at which equal power division, miTiimiim return loss
and maximum isolation occurs.

6.1.3

Microstrip line-fed rectangular patch antenna

The dimensions for the line-fed rectangular patch antenna are given in [29] and re
peated here in Figure 6.6. The simulation region was 60 x 90 x 16 cells in the f, y
and z directions, respectively. The cell sizes used were Ax = 0.389 mm [0.0153"],
Ay = 0.400 mm [0.0158"] and Az = 0.265 mm [0.0104"]. The corresponding time
step at the CFL=1.0 limit was At = 0.640 psec. The simulation was run for 3000
time steps resulting in a final time of 1.9210 nsec. A current element source with a
Gaussian profile was placed at the point (23,1,1) to locate it exactly in the middle
of the feed-line. The z electric field used for the calculation of scattering parameters
was sampled 22 cells (8.56 mm [0.3369"]) away at the point (23,25,2).

The results of the scattering parameter calculations for the three conductivity
values used in the previous cases are shown in Figure 6.7. Although small, the differ
ence between the lossless and lossy case is now discernible at the higher frequencies.
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FIGURE 6.6. Dimensions (number of cells) for microstrip edge-fed patch antenna.
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However, contrary to the previous two examples involving relatively low Q structures,
the difference in resonant frequencies for the very lossy case is prevalent. While it
is true that one would not design such a high Q structure on a very lossy substrate,
this example does demonstrate that resonance is effected by the loss in the dielectric.
Thus, it is necessary to have an OBC such as the L2TDLM which can accurately
terminate the simulation region in the presence of lossy dielectrics.

The input impedance of the patch was determined by de-embedding the calculated
5ii to the patch edge.

Ziv. ^ 1 + 5x1 exp(-j2|gZ)
l-5uexp(-i2y30

^

where Zo is the characteristic impedance of the feeding transmission line and is
determined using Wheeler's formula with the above dimensions. The result of this
calculation indicates a characteristic impedance of 50f2. The propagation constant,
/? = 27r/^/xee//, is determined on a per frequency basis using an effective

= 1.87

as discussed in the book by Pozar [31]. The distance, I = 6.345 mm, is taken from
the sampling/measurement plane to the patch edge.

The results of these calculations are shown in Figure 6.8 for the lossless, lossy
and very lossy cases. As expected, the high Q of the patch structure is obviously
disturbed by the very lossy case. However because of our and other's experience with
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scattering parameters, the difference between the lossless and lossy cases was not
expected to be so dramatic. Here it is seen that the inclusion of the small loss affects
the amplitude and location in frequency of the simulated input impedance. This is
significant and indicates that the inclusion of loss, however small, is important when
simulating structures with large Q values. Further the calculation of some parameters
may be more sensitive (such as the impedance calculation) than others (such as the
scattering parameters calculation). Moreover, it indicates that only dealing with the
magnitude of the scattering parameters, which are ratio quantities, does not provide
a complete picture of the device operation.

The effect of substrate loss on the radiation patterns of the antenna is presented
in Figure 6.9. The patterns show the Eg component of the electric field in the copolaxized and cross-polarized planes. These patterns are linear, un-normalized plots
of the electric field component. The effect of even a small eimoimt of loss as in the
lossy case is observed as a diminished intensity in the main beam of the pattern.
Substantial loss of intensity in the main beam is experienced for the very lossy case.
Finally, the cross-polarization fields are not as drastically effected since they represent
only a small portion of the total radiated power.
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FIGURE 6.8. Input impedance for edge-fed rectangular patch antenna (cr = 0, 1.1 x
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6.1.4

Microstrip rectangular spiral inductor

The dimensions for a rectangulzir spiral inductor are given in Figure 6.10. The sim
ulation region was 70 x 100 x 16 cells in the x, y and z directions, respectively. The
cell sizes are Ax = Ay = 0.389 mm [0.0153"] and Az = 0.265 mm [0.0104"]. The
corresponding time step at the CFL=1.0 limit was At = 0.636 psec. The simulation
was nm for 3000 time steps resulting in a final time of 1.9085 nsec. A current element
source with a Gaussian profile was placed at the point (37,1,1) to locate it exactly in
the middle of the feed-line. The z electric field used for the calculation of scattering
parameters was sampled 9 cells (3.50 mm [0.1378"]) away at the point (37,10,2).

The scattering pzirameters, 5ii and S21, were obtained for the three conductivity
values used in the previous cases. They are shown in figures 6.11 and 6.12. Again,
the results for the lossless and lossy cases differ only slightly and there are significant
differences between those cases and the very lossy case. These scattering parameter
results were then used to define the inductance, the resistance, and the Q of the spiral
inductor as follows.

The normeJized impedance at the input port (defined by the plane used to calcu
late the scattering parameters) may be computed from the scattering parameter, Sii,
by
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FIGURE 6.10. Dimensions (number of cells) for microstrip rectangular spiral inductor
where an air bridge connects the cross hatched areas.
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FIGURE 6.11. |5ii| for rectangular spiral inductor (cr = 0, 1.1 x 10
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Zl _ l+ Su
2. -

where the normalized port impedance, Zo, is calculated using Wheeler's [31] formula
for microstrip transmission lines. This calcTilation allows us to extract the series
resistance, Rs, and inductance, L,, defined by

Zl = Rs+ jwLt

(6.3)

Additionally, the quality factor [31], Q, of the structure may be determined by

^ _ u j Ls

_ ImagiZi)
® - -RT - Re<d{ZCl

The results of the calculations of the inductance, the resistance and the Q of
the spirzil inductor are shown, respectively, in Figures 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15, below.
Only inductive values are shown in Fig. 6.13; values below zero make the structure
capacitive. The curves for Q in Fig. 6.15 indicate that the best operating points for
this structure are near 9.5 GHz and between 10.2 and 11.75 GHz. However, the S^i
curves in Fig. 6.12 show that there is a deep null at 9.5 GHz, and, hence, that this
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FIGURE 6.13. Series inductance as a function of frequency.
is not a good operating point for the structure. Fig. 6.13 shows that the inductance
increases almost linearly in the region 10.2 - 11.75 GHz; Fig. 6.14 shows that the
resistance is nearly constant there. Thus, the simulations indicate that this spiral
may be a useful microstrip structure in the frequency range between 10.2 and 11.75
GHz.
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FIGURE 6.14. Series resistance as a function of frequency.
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6.2

Measurement technique

The above structures were fabricated zind measured. The method with which the
devices were measured had a significant impact on those results and warrants a de
tailed explanation; especially in view of the comparisons that will be made. Two
different types of measurement calibration methods where used on two different net
work analyzers to determine the device parameters. The first csilibration technique
is referred to as Short-Open-Load-Through (SOLT). This is likely the most popular
technique used in microwave measurements since it uses a set of standards provided
by the manufacturer of the network analyzer. The second calibration technique is
referred to as Through-Refiect-Line (TRL). This type of calibration requires a set of
calibration standards to be manufactured by the user and is most typically used when
one wishes to remove artifacts from the measurement such as connector and probe
discontinuities. Each method has its advantages and will now be discussed in turn.

The popularity of the SOLT calibration stems from the availability of calibration
standards provided by the manufacturer of the network analyzer. This relieves the RF
engineers from having to design their own calibration standards and thus resxilts in
fabrication of fewer components and faster meastirements. However, the zero phase
center of the measurement is placed at the end of the coax connectors where the
calibration was performed. Therefore, discontinuities which occur after this zero
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phase point and are not intended to be a part of the measurement can produce
unwanted artifacts. This is particularly true of microstrip structures which use coaxial
connects to attach the circuit to the network analyzer. The discontinuity caused by
the coax-to-microstrip transition is then an undesirable addition to the measured
device characteristics.

Measurement artifacts introduced by connector and probe discontinuities can be
negated by using the TRL calibration method. This method requires the engineer to
provide a set of calibration standards which are fabricated in the same configuration
as the device to be tested. For example, measurement of a printed microstrip patch
antenna using coaxial connectors requires a set of standards fabricated on the same
substrate, using the same coax-to-microstrip transition. The standards used in the
calibration are composed of a through transmission line, a short or open (usually an
open for ease of fabrication) and one or more delay Unes. The through transmission
line is chosen to have the same impedance (width) as that which is feeding the device
imder test. The length of this line is arbitrary but the midpoint of this length will
correspond to the zero phase center. Therefore, this length should be selected so that
the half length of the through line is shorter than the feeding line of the device under
test. The discontinuity, chosen to be an open in this case, is constructed in the same
fashion with the open circuit occurring at the same location as the midpoint of the
through line. Finally, delay lines are constructed by choosing a frequency of operation
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and then selecting a line length which is longer (or shorter) than the through line by
a known electrical distance. The electrical length chosen for the delay line(s) must
be within the range of 20 < l3l < 160 degrees. For calibrations using a single delay
line (as in our case), the first delay line should correspond to 01 = 90 degrees at the
frequency of interest. Additional delay lines may be utilized to improve the calibration
bandwidth but were not examined.

The primary difference between the SOLT and TRL calibrations lies in where the
zero phase center is located during the measurement. A simple SOLT calibration
places the zero phase center at the ends of the connectors attached to the network
analyzer. This has proven to be undesirable because the connector to substrate discon
tinuities effect the measurement. While TRL calibrations require the user to provide
their own set of calibration standards, this technique places the zero phase center into
the device under test and 'calibrates out' the connector or probe discontinuities.

Our initial measurements were performed using the SOLT calibration method
on both a HP 8510C and a Wiltron 360B network analyzers. The results of these
measurements produced much that same result as was published in [29] and simulated
here with the exception of some 'beating' oscillations about the simulated results.
Having verified proper calibration on both analyzers, the beating was determined to
be caused by the connector coax-to-microstrip transitions. Thus, the simple SOLT
calibration method is not adequate for our purposes. A set of calibration standards
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was made using a delay line of

= 90 degrees at 5.0 GHz. The TRL calibration was

then performed and the devices measured again on the Wiltron analyzer. Using the
TRL calibration method removed the beating observed using the SOLT method and
produced the measured data presented in the figures.

Finally, it should be noted that the additional use of the Wiltron 3680K universal
test fixture (UTF) provided for more repeatable results. The UTF is a holding device
used to couple energy into microstrip circuits. The use of this device removes the
task of fixturing each circuit with its own connectors and mechanical support. Use of
the UTF for each circuit ensures that the connectors and mechanical support remain
constant from calibration through test.

6.3

Measured versus simulated results

Measurement of the devices described above were performed from 2-18 GHz using
the TRL calibration technique. The delay line used in the calibration corresponded
to

= 90 degrees at 5.0 GHz. Although the measurements spaimed 2-18 GHz,

the calibration is not accurate all the way to 18 GHz. Verification of the calibration
using the through line shows an input match of better then -40 dB up to 11.6 GHz
for Si\. This calibration also indicates deviations in ^21 were boimded by 0.05 dB in
magnitude up to 11.6 GHz with a 0.15 dB spike in magnitude at 11.6 GHz. Therefore,
differences between measured and simulated results may exist above this frequency.
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The span of 2-18 GHz was only chosen to correspond with the previotisly published
results.

A comparison of the measured and simulated results for the microstnp low pass
filter is shown in Figure 6.16. Observation of the measured versxis calculated return
loss,

shows excellent agreement up to 13 GHz with the exception of a slight

down shift in frequency of the simulated first resonance of approximately 3.9%. Sig
nal processing techniques provided no improvements of these conclusions. However,
agreement between the simulated and measured results for the insertion loss, S21, is
quite good up to the first null. The simulated result predicts the second null to be
slightly lower in frequency than the measiired result which further contributes to a
variation in the rising edge from 8-10 GHz. Reasonably good agreement is achieved
over the remaining portion of the band. Deviations of the measured versus simulated
results above 13 GHz are attributed to the inaccuracy of the calibration method over
this region.

In the fabrication of the branch line coupler it was necessary to extend the trans
mission line from each port in a radial arc away from its neighboring port. This con
figuration was necessary to provide mechanical separation of the transmission lines
to be fastened to end-launch SMA connectors. Extension of these transmission lines
is only believed to effect the isolation between ports 1 sind 2 since their proximity to
each other was not simulated.
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FIGURE 6.16. Measured versus simulated low pass filter results.
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Measurements of the branch line coupler were obtained using the SOLT calibration
technique. The TRL calibration method was not used since our test configuration for
this measurement required the UTF which is only capable of two port measurements.
TRL calibration may be used if the calibration standards and devices under test are
fabricated with coax-to-microstrip connectors. This option was not explored.

Even with the SOLT calibration, reasonable agreement is obtained between the
measured and simulated resiilts as shown in Figures 6.17 and 6.18. The beating
discussed in the measurement section may be observed in these figures as oscillations
of the measured data about the simulated data.

A comparison of the measured and simulated results for the microstrip patch
antenna is shown in Figure 6.19. Excellent agreement is shown in the return loss,
Sii, up to 10 GHz, particularly the first resonance at 7.6 GHz. Above 10 GHz the
simulated results again predict the firequency of the resonances to be slightly lower
than the measured results.

Figures 6.20 and 6.21 demonstrate the differences between the measured and sim
ulated results for the spiral inductor. Measured results for the rectangular spiral
inductor were obtained using the SOLT method. A broad band calibration was per
formed followed by a more narrow band calibration about the region of operation
identified in the simulation section. Good agreement between measured and simu-
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FIGURE 6.17. Measured versus simulated branch line coupler results, A.
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FIGURE 6.18. Measured versus simulated branch, line coupler results, B.
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for rectangular spiral inductor, measured vs. simulated.

lated results is obtained over the much narrower band, especially for S21. Comparison
with simulation shows discrepancies in resonance frequencies and parameter ampli
tude. The cause for the distant resemblance of the measured and the simulated
results is believed to restilt from the air-bridge which is difficult to reliably manufac
ture. We did not pursue this issue further since we did not have immediate access to
the necessary fabrication expertise to produce a reliable air-bridge.
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6.4

Summary

A generalized lossy two time-derivative Lorentz material (L2TDLM) model outer
boimdary condition (OBC) was introduced to truncate FDTD simulation regions
dealing with lossy dielectric materials. The advantage of the generalized formulation
presented here is that only one equation set is required in the implementation for
all pgirts of the OBC region. This equation set reduces to the appropriate formula
tion (comer to edge to face) dependent on the number of independent parameters
present in a given portion of the simulation region. A complete 3D FDTD imple
mentation was described. It was then applied to a variety of structures, including
microstrip lines, filters, couplers, patch antennas and spiral inductors. Results pro
duced by the L2TDLM OBC augmented FDTD simulator were presented to illustrate
when substrate losses become important and how they impact the predicted perfor
mance of these microstrip structures. The simulation results clearly demonstrates
that the L2TDLM OBC is a very effective technique for truncating FDTD simulation
regions dealing with lossy media. They also demonstrate that lossy OBCs, such as
the L2TDLM OBC, are necessary when dealing with resonant structures constructed
from high loss substrates. Neglect of this loss will lead to incorrect performzince
predictions.
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Chapter 7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this dissertation we have discussed extensions to the FDTD method that allow
it to be applied to a wide variety of physics and engineering problems. In particu
lar, truncation of the simulation region was identified as an extension to the FDTD
method which previously lacked the ability to terminate properly meshes containing
lossy dielectric materials. Such OBCs are required when simulating microwave and
optical integrated circuits.

The ideal properties of an OBC were derived by considering a plane wave travel
ing from a lossy dielectric mediimi into a biaxial anisotropic medium. The analytic
solution for a general plane wave obliquely incident from a lossy electric and mag
netic medium onto a biaxial anisotropic medium was presented. Expressions for
the reflection coeflBcient from such an interface were obtained. Selection criteria for
the permittivity and permeability tensors which provide reflectionless transmission
through the interface were foimd.

A generalized lossy two time-derivative Lorentz material (L2TDLM) model ab
sorbing boundary condition (ABC) was introduced to satisfy the matching conditions
in addition to producing the desired loss behavior. The final permittivity and per
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meability tensors for the L2TDLM OBC were obtained from all of these conditions.
The advantage of the generalized formulation presented here is that only one equation
set is required in the implementation for all parts of the ABC region. This equation
set reduces to the appropriate formulation (comer to edge to face) dependent on the
number of independent parameters present in a given portion of the simulation region.

A complete 3D FDTD implementation was described and its performance was
evaluated using several numerical test cases. These test cases consisted of a variety
of structures, including microstrip lines, filters, couplers, patch antennas £ind spiral
inductors. It was shown that the L2TDLM OBC is a very effective technique for
tnmcating FDTD simulation regions dealing with complex structures in lossy media.
Results produced by the L2TDLM OBC augmented FDTD simulator were presented
to illustrate that substrate losses do impact the performance of several types of mi
crowave devices; and, hence, the inclusion of OBCs appropriate to lossy substrates is
necessary if one wants to produce accurate simulation results. Comparison of simu
lated and measured results clearly demonstrated the utility of the FDTD technique
as an engineering design tool.

It remains for future efforts to conduct parameter studies of the L2TDLM OBC to
develop an analytical predictor of the ideal loss parameter, pmax- The parameter space
should include cell size, dielectric constant, loss tangent and the nimiber of cells used
in the layer. This predictor may then be utilized to construct a 'hands-off' OBC for
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use in FDTD simulators. Further, application and comparison with measured resiilts
for structures constructed on lossy media such as silicon and gallium arsenide should
be performed. Potential candidates include matching and filter networks for low noise
amplifiers (LNAs) connected with integrated antenna elements. It is expected that
the L2TDLM OBC will provide the FDTD method with the capability to fully analyze
'system on a chip' architectures.
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Appendix A

STANDARD YEE UPDATE EQUATIONS

The standard Yee update equations are presented here for reference. The update
coefficients presented in brackets are typically computed once and stored in computer
memory. The electric conductivity term, aavei is the average of the electric conduc
tivity in the four neighboring cells to the to-be-updated electric field component.
Similarly, the magnetic conductivity term,

is the average of the magnetic con

ductivity in the two adjacent cells to the to-be-updated magnetic field component.
The cell size, A, is explicitly included in the update equations to facilitate coupling
with extensions to the standard Yee update equations.
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This staggered grid, leap-frog scheme is second-order accurate in space and time.
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Appendix B

NEAR-TO-FAR FIELD TRANSFORM

The neax-to-far field transform used for this work is presented in [30]. The transform
is computed at a single frequency by extracting the desired frequency content 'onthe-fly' via a discrete Fourier transform. The discrete Fourier transform must be
performed utilizing the appropriate time shifts for the electric,

mangetic,

Hts, fields, given by

Ets = 27r/A£(n — 1)
Hts = 27r/A£(n — 1/2)

The contribution to the far-field is then determined by STmiming the fields gener
ated by the equivalent electric and magnetic dipole moments weighted by the desired
Fourier component over a specified nmnerical surface in the simulation domain. Since
the FDTD approach conforms to a Cartesian coordinate system, the numerical sur
face is Cartesizin and may be broken into component sums over the faces of a cube.
The magnetic field quantities are averaged to locate them spatially on the niunerical
surface containing the electric field components. The location of each dipole moment
is given by the coordinates, xf, y', z!. The distance from each dipole moment to the
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far-field observation point is given by the function,

These contribution for each

face are now presented.

B.l

X Sums

Consider the faces with +1 — x directed normcds. The dipole moments defined by £z
and Hy are located at

x' = {i' — io)Ax
y' = ( / - j o )Ay
z' = (A:' + i

resulting in the differential path length to the far-field

= a:' sin(0) cos(0) -i- y' sin(0) sin(^) + z' cos(0)

The dipole moments defined by £y and "Kg are located at
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x' = {i' — io)Ax
y'

= W +

jo)^y

z'

— {k' — ko)^z

resulting in the differential path length to the far-field

sin(5) cos(0) -1- j/'sin(0) sin(<^) + z' cos(0)

The total contribution to the far-field from the +/ — x normal faces is obtained by
the following simis.

s

s

s

s

s
Jz =

s
y]

r-^Ts)
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B.2

Y Sums

Consider the faces with +/ — y directed normals. The dipole moments defined by £g
and "Hx are located at

x' = (z' — Zo)Aa;
y'

= U'-jo)^y

z' = {k' + l-ko)Az
£t

resulting in the differential path length to the far-field

^ErHx =

sin(0) cos(^) -h y'sin(0) sin(0) + 2' cos(5)

The dipole moments defined by Sx and "Hz are located at

x' =

+\- io)^

y'

=

i f - j o ) Ay

z'

= (A:' — ko)Az

resxilting in the differential path length to the far-field
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= x'sin(0) cos((^) + y'sin(^) sin(0) -I- z' cos(0)

The total contribution to the far-field from the +! — y normal faces is obtained by
the following sums.

s

5

5

s
s

5

B.3

Z Sums

Consider the fsices with +/ — 2 directed normals. The dipole moments defined by
and %y axe located at

x' = (i' + ^ — io)Ax
A

y' = (/-io)Ay

z'

=

{k' — ko)Az
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resulting in the differential path length to the far-field

= a:'sin(0) cos(0) + y'sm{9) sin(0) -J- z' cos{6)

The dipole moments defined by £y and

x'

=

y' =

are located at

{i' — io)Ax
if + 5 - jo)^y

2' = {k' — ko)Az

resulting in the differential path length to the far-field

sin(0) cos(0) -I- y' sin(^) sin(0) + 2' cos(0)

The total contribution to the far-field firom the +/ — z normal faces is obtadned by
the following sums.

My

—

=

s

s

s

s

53

~

s

f~^Ts)
s

Ji =

B.4

— fiHyeP^^ ^''^y 7~^Ts)

Total far-field response

The total far field response may be calculated by combining the above sums

E, = i V ^ fjto I — cos(^) cos((^) ^ Jx — cos(0) sin((^) ^ Jy + sin(0) ^
\

5

3

3

Af, - cos(^)^

= J V ^ ^ I cos(0) cos(0) ^ Mx + cos(0) sin(0) ^ A/y — sin(0) ^ Mz
+fXo I sin(<^)

where the normalization constant,

Jx — cos(0) ^ Jy
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is composed of constant terms left over from the descrete Fourier transform. One of
the A's is the transformation from J to J, and the second is the length of the dipole.
The remainder of the Green's ftmction exp{jkR)/R is left as the normsilization of the
pattern values.
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Appendix C

SIMPLE LORENTZ MODEL UPDATE EQUATIONS

A simple Lorentz material model

+

^dtPx

+

=

f-oXofJ^o^x

(C.l)

can be included in Maxwell's equations through the electric polarization currents and
fields, viz.,

V X 5 = —ndtV.
V X TZ = edt£ +

where

^Lorentz _ Q^'pLorentz

2^

The permittivity, e, and permeability, /z, are time-independent constants. The elec
tric and magnetic fields are updated as before with the Yee scheme. However, the
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electric polarization fields,

and currents,

are update according to

the following update equations.

+ 1/2,7", k) = P;(i + 1/2, J, k) +

+ 1/2, J, k)

2 - TAt
2+rAf

+

+ 1/2,7,*)

2AteoXoiJ^l
£^{i + l/2J,k)
2+

2Atujl
2 + rAt

V2{i + l/2J,k)

+ 1/2, k ) = V ^ i i J + 1/2, fc) +

+ 1/2, k )
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2 - TAt
2 + rAt

+

2AUoXOUJI
2 + VAt

2Atwl

V^{iJ + l/2,k)

2 + rAt

V r \ i J , k + 1/2) =

1/2)

k + 1/2) +

=

+

+1/2,k)

2 - TAt

k + 1/2)

J^~'l\i,j,k+ 1/2)

2-I-TAt

2AUoXoijJ
2 + TAt

^1 £?('•,J. k + 1/2)

2Ata;2
V^{i,3.k +1/2)
2 + rAt

The resulting staggered leap-frog scheme is second-order accurate in space and time.
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Appendix D

BERENGER SPLIT FIELD DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS

Berenger's approach to an OBC involves a unique split field formulation. In this
approach each field component is spUt into its transverse components. For example,
Berenger splits the

component into

and £xz components. Loss is added to the

absorbing layer by increasing the electric loss, a, and magnetic loss, o"*, with depth
into the layer. The complete set of split field equation is given below.

dtS:cy =

dtSxz = —dzUy - —£:cz
e
e

dtSyx = -

dtSyz

=

- —^yx

dtS^x

=

-d.n, - —
€

dtSzy

=

dtUxy

=

dthLxz

—

dtHyx

=

€

--d^Ur - —e.z y
e
e

--d,e, At

-d

/i

,Sy "

-drS, fl
fX

dtHyz = - - d z S x
H

dtUzx

=

dtHzy

—

//

-

--dx€y -

M

yx

fi

M

-dy£x - —n.zy
Ai
M
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Unfortunately this set of equations is not Maxwellian which excludes it from describ
ing a physical absorber. However, this formulation has proven useful in numerical
simulations involving lossless structures.
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Appendix E

2TDLM LINEAR DIFFERENCING UPDATE EQUATIONS

The 2TDLM Lorentz material models, (4.47) and (4.48), for the polarization and
magnetization fields can be incorporated in the FDTD simiilator using linear central
differencing. The linear update equations are given below.

=

/
-.\ n+l
(V x-W)
^ x,y
€q [2 (l + x^) + Aia;pX|] ^

2 (l + x') 2 (1 + xf,) + ^tujpX0'

jn+1/2
eo [2 (1 +x^) + Aia;pX|]

^n+l

^

/^^^y+l/2
€o(l
+ X^)^
^0
(1 +

At
jn+l/2
eo(l
+
X^)
(l X?)'
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2£O (l + x') -1/2
J7
2eo (l + X^) + (rAt

+

^n.j-1/2

-.\ n+l/2 /
_\ n—1/2
gpAt [a - €o (l + x') ^pXg*] /
(VxW)^
+(Vx?i)^
[2eo (1 + X^) + o-At]

2 - AtUpX'ff
2 + Atu}pXf

2At
/io [2 + AtwpX^l

^n+1/2 ^ ^n-l/2_:^/'y x / ) " - —
/iO ^
Mo

x:^+i = /c^ + AtojpX'ff

(vxf);^'+(vxf);

-A
i,y
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Appendix F

2TDLM EXPONENTIAL DIFFERENCING UPDATE
EQUATIONS

The 2TDLM Lorentz materisil models, (4.47) and (4.48), for the polarization and
magnetization fields can be incorporated in the FDTD simulator using exponential
differencing. The exponential update equations are given below.

Co (l + X^) ^

^

Co (l + X^)

/
_\n+l/2
/
^\nn-1/2'
(vxh)^
+(VXW)^

(F.l)

- — h^ sX
Mo ^
/x.y

^n+1/2 ^ •^n-l/2_:^/'vx5)"-—;C^
/io ^
^
A^o

/c?+^ = A:" + Al^pXt (v X

+ ^V X s)

the coefficients

Ai = exp

1 + X^

At

A2 =

^0 (1 + X^)

JBi = exp

€0 (1 + X7)

JBO = At
(l+X?)

At

exp

c^pXg* Af
1 + X^ 2 .

At

- eot^pX^ exp

^0 (1 + X7]
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Ci = exp [-WpX^ At]

C2 = At exp

.At'
Y
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